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Official Paper of U. S. Land Office

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
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CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, APRIL IS, 1920

VOL 13, NUMBER 42.

NOVEL

SCHOOL

CALF CROP CONTRACTED

IDEA

FOR

IMPROVING

SIX

YEARS

ELECTION

RULES

The entire crop of Hereford calves Rule Governing the Democratic PriThe First National Bank af Grady
The women of the county have
The railway strike situation is
The Amurillo Board of Education
mary to be Held April 24, 1920.
summarized
Thurday mornhig by has adopted a plan of having school which will open for business about been invited by the Democratic par of the L. F. D. Cattle Company, for
yesterday
years
six
was
sold
next
the
announces
in
'he
of
month
this
Curry
the
f.rst
County
participate
forty-eigty
of
Chilto
the Associated Press ai follows:
weeks in the year.
Said Primary is a Democratic Pri
the coming primary election. There by Phelps White to Milton Shroyer of
William Z. Foster, radical leader dren will still attend school just about following officers and directors:
Kan., at $32.50 per head. mary and only Democrats are to par
Miltonvacl,
canby
feeling
unanimous
was
a
the
of the unsuccessful steel strike' lust the same number of month, but dif
John F. Smithson.
President
There are about 3000 head coming ticipate therein, except the women
didates and the county executive
fali, ia the directing genius behind ferent vacation period will bo In
Vice President Geo. P. Baxter.
committee that in view of the fact on every yeah This herd of cuttle who intend to affiliate with the Dem
the nation wide strike of rebellious force for different pupils. The plan
Cashier Mrs. S. B. Cupples.
e
ocratic party are invited to vote.
railway workers, the department of is a novel one and town in this sec
that women will soon be allowed the has been established for twenty-ninAssista ntCashier Dr. J. R.
The polls shall be opened at 9:00
ballot they be invited to take part in years. It is said that this contract
justice announced last night.
tion will watch the Amarillo experl-- l
of
period
of
longest
A. M., and closes at 5 o'clock
time
the
o'clock
covers
the
of
Athelping to select the nominees
In support of that assertion,
ment with much interest. Speaking;
M., except in the two precincts in
Doctors W. I". Slunfield, Mrs. party. Whut the candidates and any cattle contract ever written.
torney General Palm r made public of the new school plan the Amarillo
Clovis, tho polls shall remain open
,K'
evidence of plans prepared by Fos- Daily Tribune has the following to!- - B C"Wk Dl
others are speculating on Inow is Amarillo Tribune.
until 6 P. M.
just how many women will take ad
ter and his adherents to disrupt the say
will be with the bunk as vantage of the invitation and go to FORT SUMNER SHIPS
There shall be three judges of said.
Harmon
school
four big railroad brotherhoods and
authorities
Amarillo
The
'
two of whom shall act as
election,
IN
CATTLE
DAIRY
is
not
the polls and vote. While it
to organize railroad workers into have decided upon the forty-eighclerks, and all shall act jointly in de
Those interested in the bank say expected thut a full vote will be reg
"eno big union." Action of the gov week school year as the best means
termining any matter concerning said
County Agent Briggs of Fort
ernment toward the prosecution of of meeting the problem which con that the stock has been oversubscrib- istered by the ladies it is the view
shipped in 59 head of Holstein election.
the strike leaders hus been held in fronts the city. This plan Is new, ed by people living in the north part of many that a good portion of them
in each precinct
The Chairman
cattle recently which will be distribut
will go to the polls.
abeyance, it is explained, pending the hut that is not sufficient to condemn of the county
ed among tho farmer in that vicin shall provide a place for holding said
expected reaction among the strikers it. On the contrary it offer 'so
ity. The, cattle wero purchased In election,, and as toon as the votes are
' on receipt
OIL PROSPECTS OF
of information showing muny obvious advantages that the WAGNER FINDS WAY
the Salt River valley in Arizona and canvassed and certified to by the
TO ADVANCE SALARIES
NEW MEXICO CARRIED
what influences are behind the strike strange thing is thut it hus not come
OF SCHOOL TEACHERS
TO MANY SECTIONS upon the arrival of tho car it was judges, shall promptly deliver the balmovement.
into general use already.
discovered that three of thb cows had lot box properly sealed to the CounReports from all sections of the
n brief the plan contemplates
country indicuted that the peak of that the school plant shall be in oper- Attorney General's Interpretation of
The New Mexico Oil Digest, pub been killed by the blizzard of last ty Chairman.
Any Democrat that will be a qualSaturday nicht. Fort Sumner Re
Statute Makes It Possible to Give lished at Portules, N. M., says:
the strike had been reached and that ation twelve months instead of nine
ified voter in the general election in
Wat Without
Teachers Livin
America Is wild over oil, and New view.
the return movement of the strikers
f the calendar year, with
November shall be qualified to vote
Legislative Action.
Mexico ha it.
had begun. That was especially true of the students out of school all the
in said primary, and any woman of,
We are telling the world about the NO ANNOUNCEMENT
in the middle west the opening scene time.
This plan will make possible
legal age and who Intends to affiliate
this
in
possibilitie
SENATE
oil
teaching
corps
STATE
wonderful
of the strike movement.
FOR
of
While
15.
the
M.,
April
the reduction
Santa Fe, N.
with the Democratic Party shall be
Chicago reported that the first im- by
and since only two many states arc struggling to find state. The public believes us; they
Wednesday night closed the time qualified and invited to vote In aaid
portant break in the ranks of insurg thirds of the city's scholastic popula ways and means to pay adequate have a right to. We substantiate our
The for filing name of candidates for primary,
ent railroad employes in its territory tion will be in attendance at any one salaries to their school teachers, and claim by eminent geologists.
The Judges shall only permit quali-fie- d
came yesterday when groups of strik time, less room will be required. while the United State Commission big companies believe them and are office to run in the Democratic pri
voter of the precinct to vote, exof,
on
Soo
There
their
Line
of
the
dollars
24th.
April
mary election on
dollars er of Education is calling a national investing millions
en on the Pennsylvania,
This will save thousands
a'
and the Chicago, Rack Island and Pa annually in providing for new build conference of educators and taxpay advice.
are candidates for all offices except cept where qualified voter by reaWe have seen, tasted, smelled that of state senator from this coun son of being away- from hi precinct.
cific decided to return to work. ingn. The saving effected by a reduc ers to find a way to meet a national
Other groups at St. Louis, El Reno tion of the number of teacher cm crisis in school work, New Mexico has burned and have put the same oil ty,' no candidate having filed hi ap on election, day- on lawful business
and Chickasha, Oklahoma, Ft. Worth, be used to increase the salaries of found a way to raise the pay of the in our machines; have helped bail it plication to go on the ticket for thi and cannot return thereto shall be
Texas, and Spokane, Washington, the remaining
However, the Democratic permitted to vote by making an affi- .
public school teachers without wait- out of shallow well. We absolutely office
took similar action.
"According to our .school author ing for the legislature to enact furth know. Wo are not guessing.
party will no doubt select a strong davit that he ban not and will not vote
something like er laws to authorize the increase. The
When the deep drilling complgn man to run for the place and the se in any other precinct. If the judge
hus
In the east the strikers and rail ities Amarillo
way managers, who are supported by $400,000 - invested in her school plan is the result of two months of now going on in Roosevelt, Chaves, lection will be made at a later date are in doubt a to the qualifications
the railroad brotherhood chiefs, con plant. Does It look like good bus! hard study by State Superintendent Lea and a half dozen other counties by the County Executive Committee. of a voter they shall have the authority to require an affidavit as to hi
tinued to fight for the upper hand ness to allow such an Investment to J. H. Wagner and his staff, plus an or so in the state is finished, another
qualifications.
New
in
located
be
although striker succeeded in add remain idle more than
gusher
will
field
d
general's
attorney
of opinion from the
NEW MOTOR CORPORATION
When the polls are closed the
ing a few recruit to their ranks, the time?
That's all.
The situation i made office, written by Harry S. Bowman. Mexico.
judges shall canvas and certify the
railway assisted by hundreds of vol to appear even less wise from 0 bus! It ia the most Important thing that
The Sullivan Motor Corporation it
results of said election, and' shall
unteer workers, made substantial ness standpoint when it is pointed has been accomplished in state educa- CURRY COUNTY
the name of a new automobile con place
all ballots and poll book in the
progress toward restoration of nor out that the school plant can opr tional matters in many year.
SINGING CONVENTION cern that hus recently been granted
box, and properly seal same,
ballot
mal passenger service.
ato much more cheaply and effici
The firm I
incorporation paper.
. The new plan which makes possible
and deliver the same to the precinct
ently during that portion of the year the increase is a new interpretation
The Curry County Singing Conven composed of C. L. Sullivan, Bruce
chairman, or in hi absence shall deNO STRIKE HERE
which is now used for vacation. Thus of chapter 83, laws of 1919, and sec- tion will meet at Blocktower, April Sullivan and E. G, Sullivan, all of
same direct to the County Chair
we have two big item saved. One
Everyone is cordially .invited whom live in Clovis. Mr. E. G. Sul liver
18th.
tion 4838, code of 1915, which SuperThere is no strike of any railroad interest on the additional investment intendent Wagner and Assistant At to come and enjoy this day. The new livan informed the News this week man. Provided further that if any
men in Clovis, as all men are remain thut would be required for new torney General Bowman both hold to song books have arrived and copies that the new company was not yet candidate desire a certificate as to
ing true to the head organizations buildings and the other is the big full be the only reasonable Interpretation. can be secured at Croft's Music store. quite ready to announce just what to the vote in the precinct the judge
shall so furnish same.
with whom they are affiliated. There bill that will be saved. Wo repeat, Tho law refer to a scholastic "year" Dinner will be served on the ground. cars' they would handle.
The rules and regulations as to
has been no feeling of the strike here does it tank like good business to but for some reason that now appears
John F. Taylor, President. .
conduct of the election at the
the
cast
in
the
the
effects
except from
operate our schools only nine months to have been without proper foundaMinnie A. Wilson, Secretary.
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
poll shall be carried out a far as
where the tied up condition have, to of the year?
tion, this has always been construed
practicable under the rule governing,
a certain extent, effected freight
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL IS
"From a climatic standpoint Ama- to mean a scholastic "term."
J. L. Page authorizes the News to the holding of a general election, and
shipments almost everywhere.
MAN
OKLAHOMA
rillo is peeuliurly adapted to the
TO
SOLD
announce his candidacy for the office the chairman of each precinct shall
Under the old interpretation, a
plan. Our winters are
of County Commissioner of District Ijave supervision thereof.
school district employing a first grade
CELEBRATED SOPRANO
sevreo and our summer are free
The Albuquerque Journal has been No. 2. subject to the action of the
seven
huvlng
term
of
a
anJ
teacher
COMMITTEE.
COMING NEXT WEEK from unusually hot weather."
C. McGee, formerly of
Democratic primary election, April
months, might contrive to pay the sold to Carl
owner an
24. Mr. Page lives five mile north- CLOVIS FORTUNATE
teacher $700 for the year's work. The Tulsa, Okla. The new
Leola Lucey, the celebrated so DR. G. P. MILLER
nounce that the paper will continue east of Melrose,
an auctioneer and
$110
was
allowance
Maximum
IN PAVING MATTER
in person at an
.urano, will appj-a- r
FOR REPRESENTATIVE
republican paper under the new I one of the substantial citizens of
which left only $10 a month as a
month
invitation concert in the High School
management.
that locality. He is alo a good faro
for janitor service, heat, water and
Clovis was exceptionally fortunate
on Tuesday
Auditorium in Clovi
The friends of Dr. G P, Miller have
end meet," on
"both
make
To
light
er and ha lived in Curry County for in being able to let a contract on her
evening, April 20th, under the aus authorised tho news to announce hi
DEAD
C.
CROW
W.
thirteen year.
thia (lender allowance Often required
paving. Owing to the condition af
pice of the City Drug Co. No.
candidacy for the office of Represenmanagement. But under the
expert
'
the bond market several town in
great
opera
the
Thia appearance of
last
died
Crow
tative from Curry County, Dr. Mil
Cornwall
William
new interpretation, which holds nothMRS. PALMER DEAD
New Mexico have been unable to get
star is the event of the season for lcr i a wheel-hors- e
Democrat and ha
at the Go
ing more or leu than that when the Thursday and wa buried
paving bids and have been compelled
celebrated
The
good
music.
lovers of
lived in Curry County several year
Friday", the funeral
on
Cemetery
vis
law say scholastic "year" it mean a
Mrs. E. P. Palmer died Wednesday to defer letting contracts until the
singer will demonstrate the Edison and know condition here thorough
being conducted by the Ma
scholastic "year" and not a scholastic services
morning at her home on South Ross middle of the summer.
tone test and will give vocal elec ly so that ho can represent the county
memwas a
"term," it will be possible for such a sonic lodge of which he
tion in person and will demonstrate in just the way it should be repre
July 13 street after an illness of pneumonia.
make its budget for twelve ber. Mr. Crow wa born on
to
school
' the same selections on the Edison
remains were interred Thursday
I
CITY FEDERATION MEETING
from
Tennes
formerly
He
Miss., and has lived The
sented.
which will make a fund avail- 1859, at Choctaw,
months
at the Clovi Cemetery.
afternoon
fre'
issue
Co.
will
The City Drug'
He
years.
see and besides taking an active inter
of
number
a
Clovis
for
in
able of $1,320, adequately to pay the
I
urvived by seven children, her
tickets for the recital.
The Clovis Federation of Women
est in public affairs has been a prac
and several She
teacher the living salary of $1,200 a is survived by his wife
having died last summer. held a meeting at the home of Mrs.
husband
ticing physician.
children.
year, and to have left $120 a year,
Mrs. Palmer was fifty years of age C. E. Smyer, Friday afternoon. The
OZARK TRAILS LOCATED
to take care of other necessary exand was a member of the Methodist President, Mrs. .Milton Brown, preIS
.
CLOVIS FLOUR MILL
HOLDING UP WELL
penses.
Church.
D. W. Jones, referring to the camsided. The chief business of the
RUNNING AGAIN NOW
The committee appointed by the
paign of the Cliumber of Commerce
afternoon was the adoption of the
county
Reports from all over the
Educa
by mean of
NEW CONFECTIONERY
constitution and
to secure the routing of the two great
The Cramer Mill & Elevators Co. convention of the New Mexico
say thut the wheat is holding up well
which this group of interested women
National highways through Clovis, in- hus sturted the flour mill running tional association at Albuquerque last nnd notwithstanding
winds it
the
i
November agreed upon a minimum
The Murray Confectionery opened expect to work for the improvement
forms the New that the O.ark Trails aguln now and Clovis mode flour is
will not suffer materially even if no
for business Inst Suturday. Slaughter of Clovis.
has been definitely locuied across being turned out duily. A competent salary of $1200 a year for teachers aiu comes for two weeks yet.
Murray is the proprietor of tho new
The latter portion of the afternoon
Parmer County, the lust link of the miller has been employed and it is the holding first grade certificates. It is
opened for business was devoted to a discussion of the
It intention to keep the mill running believed that no trouble will be enroute from St. Louis to Clovis.
The severe wind storm of Inst St- - business, and has
countered under this new plan. The
building with new fix- health survey to tie started in the
connects with the Estuline-Tulla- regularly now.
urduy blew down a number of flues in the Stewart
former
repeals
to
all
law
referred
and has an
throughout
southeast
Farwell cutoff at the
near future. Mis Smock, of the Red
and also the chimney that was left tures
laws in conflict therewith, which is standing
place.
Cross, presented
the qucstionaire
of the Oliver ranch.
burn
Inn
the Farwcll
after
NEW CITY DIRECTORY
held to lift the form' limitation on
Judgo Hamlin of Furwell hus ar
which she has prepared for use in
ed. After the fire a heavy team of
taxation for school purposes.
Harry L. F atton, one of the mem the survey.
ranged to have thia new road gruded
horses was hitched to the chimney
The Clovis city directory c
will have to und fniled to bring it down, but the bers of the Democratic Central Com
states
other
Thirteen
Your attention ia culled to the fact
and opened up at once. When this
piled and published by E. C. Kustin
done, Clovis and other town of New has this week been delivered to pa wait until the legislature has node it wind was pretty strong Suturday. mittee of Curry Cbunty, attended the that all clubs organized for literary,
Mexico, will have a splendid road di trons in Clovis. This is a real city possible for higher salaries to be paid The fulling chimney completely de State meeting at Albuquerque this artistic, philanthropic, scientific, civ
rect to the oil fields of Oklahoma directory and i a credit to the town and in some instances in the thirteen molished the pump house. Furwell week. Mr. Fatton says everything ic, educational and entertainment
looks good from a Democratio stand- purposes which owe allegiance to no
and Texas. It will be more than sev a well as the gentleman who compil nothing can be done until a constitu- Tribune.
passed.
enty-fiv- e
been
point and reports from all over the political or sectarian control are elimiles shorter thun any of
has
amendment
ed it. Tho directory contains 240 tional
rive evidence of Democratic gible to membership.
Any person
state
the present routes used. When the pnge and is filled with valuable in
returned
Lynn
M.
L.
Mr. and Mrs.
complethus
this year.
Association
victory
Truils
not a member of any club comprising
Ozark
HUSTLERS CLASS ENTERTAIN
this wejk from Vernon and other
containing th
Besid-- s
formation,
ed it markings, maps and route
this federation may become a mom-bWhile away Mr,
noints In Texas.
names of tho resident of tho city it
for
candidate
Steed,
V.
C.
Mrs.
by complying with the constitubooks, Cfovi muy look for a lurge
Vernon
The Hustlers Class of the Christiun Lvnn says he visited the new
contains a street and avenue guide
Superintendent, is expected tion and
increase of- - auto traffic. Then the names of city and county officials, Sunday School icntcrtained with
oil well which j producing about County
The next regular meeting of the
need of that $200,000 hotel will be lodge, church and lubor union diroc farewell party Wednesday evening In 1000 barrels. He says, however, that to return from Missouri thi week.
more than emphasized when visitors tory, Chamber of Commerce official? honor of Miss Mury Boyd at the home there is not a great deal of oil ex Mis. Steed's father died thete a few Federation is with, .Mrs. J. H. Barry,
nre compelled to sit up all night for and much other valuable Information, of Miss Esther Watson. Miss Boyd citemcnt there for several dry holes weeks ago and her mother has been Monday, May 3, at 2:30 p. m."
been at her
want of aduquoto hotel facilities.
nut
down in the same lo seriously sick and she has
i
muiA Ii h ivb
in,nn.
...in
,
.........
..v hni-SUVII IUI
It will bo a useful book to the Clov
Will
Phone 97 far Job work of all kind.
"JlMll
bedside.
culity.
her home there.
public and will be appreciated.
Thono 97 for your Job Printing.
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THE CLOV1S NEW3,

THURSDAY, APRIL IS, 1920

WHEAT

The Clovis News

I

A

rULllltAL

1

Announcements i

America's wheat crop has met with
some severe checks this early in the
4season. Tho department of agricul
ture estimates places the national
FOR SHERIFF
EDWARD L. MANSON
crop, bnsed on condition of the crop
I hereby announce my candidacy
Editor and Publisher
April 1, at 483,000,000 bushels, as for
reflection to the office of Sheriff
against last year's crop at 731,000,-00- 0 of Curry County, subject to
the will
bushels. The condition in the .of the Democratic party.
Entered at the postoffice at Clovis,
DO
ranges
great
wheat
states
from
New Mexico, as second class matter
S. D. DEAN.
per cent to 73 per cent.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
I hereby announce as a candidate
for sheriff of Curry County subject
HOW HE FIGURED IT
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
to tho action of the Democratic pariy
One Year
'.$1.50
.
American Legion Weekly: A med- and solicit the votes of all.
Six Months
.75 ical corps officer chanced upon a
F. E. SADLER.
negro acquaintance of civil life one
J. H. Stanfield of Grady authorizes
If the effort to introduce wooden day in France.
the News to announce his candidacy
"How do you like the army, Mosc?"
shoes proves a success, the styles in
for tho office of Sheriff of Curry
dancing-wil- l
undergo another change. he asked.
" 'Sull right so far, Cnp'n," replied County subject to the action of the
Democratic primary.
Mr. Thomas Lawson will say thut the negro, "but Ah don' know how
dem
going
to
Ger
when
I'm
it
like
FOR COUNTY CLERK
while weulth muy not bring happiness
mans shoots at me."
The News is authorized
to anthe accumulation of it brings
"Don't worry about that," replied nounce the name of Roy McMillcn as
the officer. "AH you have to do is to a candidate for the office of County
And he demonstrated.
' Shutting off the free seeds leaves
Clerk, subject to the action of the
The next time the two met the Democratic party.
the congressmen a little less liable
to crosa questioning on matters of negro was in a hospital.
The News is authorized to an"What's tho matter with you Mose?
practical agriculture.
nounce Daniel Boone as a candidate
asked the officer.
"I ain't suro Cap'n, but Ah thing for tho office of County Clerk, sub
They've locutvd a moonshiners'
I must have been ziggin' 'bout de ject to the action of the Democratic
union down South, and without defiparty.
nite information it seems safe to time Ah ougrta been zrggin'."
FOR TAX ASSESSOR
hazard a guess they already have votFLINCH AND YOU FLOP
ed to boycott revenue agents.
The News is authorized
to announce George Roach as a candidate
Hesitate and you are lost. Doubt for
Well, after all, a jump in the price
to the office of Tax
of coul is preferable to a strike, your ability to do a thing and you Assessor of Curry County, subject to
which would mean the same thing in fail just as s'ire as a cold sweat starts the action of the Democratic party.
the end and would entail a great deal on a scared man.
FOR COUNTY TREASURER
Get panicky and it's all off. Flinch
more inconvenience and suffering.
I hereby announce as a candidate
and you flop.
to the'office of CounThe greatest number of deaths
Fear that you are going to flunk, for
ty Treasurer, subject to the will of
charged to any one accidental cause, and you will stampede success.
Get these fear germs out of your the- Democratic party.
11,114, of 14.8 per 100,000 is shown
J. S. MORGAN.
for falls. The rate for this cause nut. Be a mental lion, a physical
varies only slightly from year to year. tiger, a bulldog.
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT
Think success, dream success, work
I hereby announce my candidacy
The farm is largely dependent up-- n for success.
for the office of County SuperintenA negative thought causes a
the city and the city depends abdent of schools, subject to the action
action to take place that injects of the Democratic party.
solutely upon the country. Good
roads melt the distance between the a poison into the blood.
JAS. C. RHOTON.
The poison of fear will kill a guinea
city and the farm, they break down
I hereby announce as a candidate
pig in a few minutes. It will blast
the barrier of isolation.
for County Superintendent of schools
any man's hopes of making good.
Manfully meet things as they come. subject to the action of the Demo"My landlord there he sits is a
cratic primary election.
thief and a liar." shouted a New Don't duck.
MRS. LENA MAXWELL.
If your conscience is clear, you
York minister of the gospel during a
not
fear.
hearing on rent hoggin, at the need
I hereby announce as a candidate
Not one thing In one hundred will for County Superintendent, subject
state capital. Whereupon another
tenant remarked that a. minister's harm you as long as you face front to the action of thi Deir ov;.t 'c pii- profession predisposes him to state- and challenge the thing.
nmi.-- ; election on April 24, nnd solicit
ments of the painfully obvious and
the votes of all.
the commonplace.
UNCLE WALT ON
MRS. C. V. STEED.
COST OF MOTORING
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
The Portales band is now getting
J. D. Flemming authorizes the
In shape to furnish some real music
Excuse me while I shed a tear and
this summer. They have employed raise a loud lament; tho price of tires News to announce his candidacy for
as County Commisisoner
Mr. Croft of Clovis to give personal has climbed, I hear, some twenty-fiv- e
lessons twice a week and also to meet percent. I hove to buy four tires this for District No. 1, subject to the ac
'with them in their rehearsals each spring, or run her on the rims, and I tion of the Democratic Party.
Tuesday and Thursday night. The am saddest when I sing these
I announce
as a candidate for
boys are already showing a great imhymns. The cost of gas is
County Commissioner from District
provement and by summer will be rising, too, the gas that runs our
No. 1, subject to the action of the
.playing music that will be a credit to boats; and every time my car goes
any band. Let the good work go on. "choo!" it burns up seven groats. Democratic primary election on April
THOS. W. JONES.
24th.
Portales News.
And oil is going up with gas, the oil
we all must buy; and so I pause to say FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
LIKE YOUR JOB
"Alas! and say it with a sigh. And
I hereby announce my candidacy
sparkplugs cost a bone a throw, thut for
to the office of Coun
Search at the base of any business once were fifty cents; and motorifts, ty Commissioner from District No. 2,
success achieved on merit and you submerged in woe, are sulking in their subject to the action of the Democrawill find a man consumed with earn tents. They gas upon the windswept tic party.
estness of purpose, with confidence in hill, they can't afford to mount, for
G. W. RYLE.
his ability, with faith in his plans.
every mile runs up a bill that breaks
I announce as a candidate for
Edward H, Harrimnn made millions' their bank account. They view the
because he liked his job.
long inviting road whero. they would County Commissioner from District
Charles
Schwab, Henry Ford, like to speed, but they are chained No. 2, subject to the notion of the
Rockefeller, Duke, Frick and a lot to their abode by cos, of things they Democratic primary election on April
F. E. DENT.
more of them liked their jabs.
need. They cannot tour the moorland 24th.
To bring out the bet in you and in tracks, or journey anywhere, unless
I hereby announce my candidacy
what you are doing, it is necessary for thny'r.e willingto get back to Shanks for the office of County Commissionyou to like you job.
and his old mare.
er of District No. 2, subject to the
action of the Democratic primary
election.
J. D. LYNCH.

I

Official Paper of Curry County.

-

I

i

Fulfilled Promises

C. M. COMPTON, Jr., of

Portales
Candidate fbr District Attorney of
the Fifth Judicial District, in and for
the Counties of Roosevelt, Curry
and De Baca. Subject to Democratic
Primaries. Your support will be

Sonic bunks malic a tractifo of mak-

ing all kinds of iromiscs in order to
wicury your account and then, when the
"pirn-licoincs will not fulfill them.
This bank has established an enviable
reputation for living up to its promises.

FOR PR03ATE JUDGE
I hereby announce my candidacy
Prolii-.lJudge of
Curry County, subject to the action
of the Democratic Primary Election,
April 24th.
A. L. PHILLIPS.

for the office of

STOCKHOLDERS MEETINGS
Tho shareholders of the Curry
County Rural Telephone Company
will meet at the following places and
dates designated: Claud, Friday, the
l"t!i. :it 2:00 P. M.; Grady, Friday,
the 11th, i.t 7:30 P M.J Ranch vale,
Tin day, the 1 0th. at 7:30 I. M.;
iiolK'tie, Friday the nth, at 2:00 1.
M.j Pi'llviiw, Fridn; the lflth at
7:''(l I'. M., for the purpose of
mutter p'"jluiniiig to th'
i.iVn4 of tho company. Full nt- ir urged.
J. H. Lindley, President.
D. W. Jones, Secretary.

r

1

The Clovis National Bank
"The Dank that Accommodates"
Cay if

il $30,000.00

Surplus $27,500.00

g

-

i -

Best in the Long Iiim

on an Inner
GOODRICH the same as
Goodrickon a Silvertown Cord
Tire Satisfactory Service.
Goodrich Red Inner Tubes have
all the power and endura nce and
long life that Goodrich knows
how to put into rubber.

zig-zng- ."

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
I hereby announce ns a candidate
for County Commissioner of District
No. 3, subject to tho action of the
Democratic party.
J. W. MANNING.

nr

INNER
TUBES
7he

B. F. Goodrich "Rubber Company,

tZlaken oftht

Silvertown

Jkron, Ohio

Cord Tire

HORSE SHIPPED BY AIRPLANE

In Justice Court in and for Precinct ceries, together with interest thereon
Number One, Curry County, State from February 1st, 1!U8.
Santa Barbara, Cat., April 12.
of New Mexico.
You are further notified that un"Mercury," a horse entered in the A. B. Austin, Plaintiff,
lets you appear, answer, demur, or
horse here, arrived today by airplane
vs.
otherwise plead in said suit on or befrom Los Angeles. The trip was de- Sam C. McMurray, Defendant.
fore the Srd day of May, 1920, that
layed a day until officers of the hu- To Sam C. McMurray, the above the plaintiff will apply to the court
mane society had been convinced no
for and take default judgment
named defendant:
cruelty was involved in the trip,
You are hereby notified that suit against you for the above said sum
which
was made in an especially has been filed and is now pending in of $82.50, and interest from the said
equipped airplane.
the Justice Court in and for Precinct 1st day of FcbruurVi 1918, together
Number One, Curry County, Stute of with the costs of su't. ynu vi!l thereNOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT New Mexico, and in which said suit fore govern yourself accordingly.
Dated this the 27th day of March,
At B. ustin, is plnintiff and you tho
Notice is hereby given that Isom said Sam C. McMurruy, arc defend- A. D. 1920.
Eblen, administrator of the cstute ant.
J. P. NOBLE,
of Cora L. Eblen, deceased, has filed
Justice of the Tence.
You are further notified that the
his final report, and the probate court general objects of said suit arc to
has set tho 3rd day of May, 1920, at recover judgment agninut you. for the
If its news The News wants it
the County Clerk's office in.Cbvia, sum of $82.50 on uccount'for Gro Phone us. No. 97.
New Mexico, at 2 P. M., as the time
and place for hearing objections, if
any, to snid report, and all persons
wishing to object thereto shall uppcur
in person or file snmo with tho County Clerk.
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk.

Electric Filling
Station

NOTICE OF STOCK- HOLDERS MEETING.
To the Stockholders of tho New

State

Auto Compnny, a corporation.
Notico is hereby given that at a
regulur meeting of tho Board of Di-- j
rectors of the New State Auto Com-- ;
pany, a corporation, held on tho 10th
day of April, 1920, a resolution was
introduced by the directors of said
corporation in which it was resolved
that said corporation be dissolved.
That a meeting of the stockholders
of suid corporation will be held ut tho
office of the company, in the City of
Clovis, in the County of Curry nnd
State of New Mexico, on Monday, the
10th day of May, 1020, at the hour
of 10:30 o'clock, A. M., at which said
meeting the aforesaid resoiition to
dissolve suid corporation will be considered and acted upon.
Witness my hiid, this the 10th day
of April, 1920.
G. W. SIXGLKTON,
(Corporate Seal)
President.
Attest: C. A. SCHEUR1CH,
tc
Secretary.
1

Wa are erecting
corner of Pile and
and will inilall

NOTICE

Notieo is hereby j'ivon th..t letters
of administration upon the estate of
M. Crawford, deceased, have
been granted to me by the Probuto
Court of Curry Coii: ty, New Mexico,
on the 20th day of M irch, 1020, and
;ain::t said
oil p.'TBuna having claims
e'ititte arc required to present same
fnr payment within ore year or they
'I be forever buried.
JAS M. CRAWFORD.

!c

Et

at th

Grand Are.
Filling

a,n

Station and will alio handle all kinds
of Automobile Aceeuoriet.
for our announcement

Watch

of opening.

C. H. SCOTT & SON,

4

ADMINISTRATOR'S

a building

Prop.

MONUMENTS
Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing. .
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.

206

Rapp Monument Co.

West Grand Ave CLOVIS, NEW 'MEXICO
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LOAM?

If you want to improve your farm, or to buy out, your neighbor,
we can lend you the money without any red tape. We charge
no inspection fees. We lend our own money and pay you when
the title is approved and the papers are signed. You, get all you

.

borrow.

FI

Jinliii

ItDOT

MOOTP
WITH

PIC

A

LOAM CO.

'

The First National Bank of Clovis
ferred, to do light housework.
wages and long employment.
134, Melrose, N. M.

CLASSIFIED

office or notify me.
Box num.

Good

Dr. E. M.

r?ul home and you'll wunt it.

i

Wo will take in your second hand
SUDAN Last call for Sudan We furnituro in exchange for new goods.
are again buying Sudan grass seed for Clovis Furnituro and Undertaking
-a limited tinio. Get your lots in while Company.
you can. Will H. Pattison.
Lost Pair of gl.wsiM in ciif.e with
RATE
Issue
lc Per Word
For Sale Lot 4, block 05 Mitchell Jernigan Co., on it, on.Texieo road
Street; lot 2, block 73, rderriweathcr near Clovis. Reward offered to reold townaitc. A. Clinton, turn to W. P. Greenfield or News
Street,
Wanted A ton of well cleaned
office.
ltc
owner, Littleton, Colo.
Pinto Bean. A. B. Austin & ComFor Sale Seed Sweet Potatoes,
pany.
Wanted
Position as stenographer.
Bradley Yams, 4c per lb., any amount.
Seven
experience.
years
Notify
J.
We will buy your second hand furSee Wm. Drantz, Portales, N. M., or
1!. Shcpard,
with Baker Bros. &
Phone ua. Clovia Furniture
niture.
leave orders at J. J. Carson Wagon
Shepard, Real Estate.
ltp Yard.
and Undertaking Co.
For Sale Five room modern east
For Sale or Trade Seven
For Sale A Jersey cow, giving
front house, also piano and Player-pian- o
lix cylinder Oakland. See
milk. Will bo fresh in July. Will
and Victrola. 312 North WalMercantile.
milk right up to calving time. Sell
lace.
a bargain. I. N. Jett, 320 North
at
For Sale 160 acrei 18 milea S.
Calhoun.
Lost
Black
Jersey
heifer
calf
W. of Melrose. Take car as part py.
with rope around neck. Please notify
J. B. Dim, Box 86.
Lost Small loose-lea- f
blank book
W. P. Greenfield, IV mile south of
with names of policy holders in' It.
For Sale Three good Jersey milk Clovis.
Reward for return to John D. Brown,
cowt givins; milk now. 307 N.'
Lost Tiro rim, between Clovis and local agent for New York Life InsurUp
or P. 0. box 352. ,
5 miles northwest
of Claud, size ance Company.
ltc
Wanted Middle aged lady, pre 36x4 Vi. Finder please leave at my
We have one farm property that
is so cheap we cant afford to publish the price. It's just an accident
one chance in a thousand.
You can
buy it. Jump & Edgell.
ltc

:

ADS

:

lr

Mas-ters-

,

Merrl-wethe-

r,

f
fTT

inor tfD

u

WWIIIWIIIIII
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wrong

Next time something go3 wrong
with your Aut- oTractor Truck

Stationary

Engine or
Motorcycle

don't fume and fuss around changing this thing and that
blaming everyone from the manufacturer to the garage man.
BRING YOUR TROUBLE TO US
Probably It is Inside where you can't see it when you stand
can't hear it

still you

but the minute you start you can feci it.

Perhaps Your Compression

Is Bad

Poor compression in an engine is caused by scored or worn cylinders, it
more profanity and
greater
causes more trouble more anrioyunce
oil and money thun any other one thing. .
loss of time
gujolinc

We Have Equipped Ourselves to Render Service
Machine No. 5, is the latest improvement
Our Marvel Cylinder
rfUtlsf.iotorily.Bndcronoinictilly
engine cylinders
for scicntificnlly
and when we fit tlicin with Marco Oversize l'iitons it makes your engine
good as new.
Come in and see us let us tell you just what is the trouble and what it
g

Will COSt

to ftf it.

Ranch for Sale 2400 acres, fair up.
ranch improvement, 3 wells, about
10 sections leased.
Price 11.00 per
acre. See us for cheap farm and
ranch land. M. A. Cram, Friona,
Texas.

For Sale The old school building
of District No. 37 (Harmony, 7 miles
N. E. St. Vrain), will be sold Saturday, April 17th, at 2:00 p. m. Sealed
bids will be received at the office of
the County Superintendent. A. E.
Shull, Trustee.
Wanted Man with team or auto,
who can give bond to sell 137
s
home and farm products.
Biggest concern of kind in world. $1500
to $5000 yearly income. Territory
in this county open. Write today J.
R. Watkins Co,, Dept. 112, Winona,
Minn.
Wat-kin-

Notice to Farmers The St. Vrnin
National Farm Loan Association
amended Territory covers all Curry
County west of Unniro 35. If you
desire, a loan, cull on or writo for
J. L. Hi nes,
further informntion.
Focrclory-Treasur-

Anyono

wanting

sliRhtly

Clovis, N. M.

hotioe, ell built ir fontures, cant front
board fence, j:ir;'ge, imlcndid taxation. . $'1200, only $1000 cash, bal-

ance easy monthly paymorts.

It'c a

rET out into the great

of the counuy
via motorcycle with chummy sidecar the glory of
(he bright iky above the smiling earth about you. There's
a treatful touch of touring that only motorcycling gives,
and no great distance is too great to cover if you drive a

M
Vx

--

travel that most
motor cars dread.

Unusual

It you r.rc niOrlnrr from nn obnoxious Hunton
'Kr how krr? it p;'uu'"l it runy i.v

no m.

lj.f
nt

i MUYKOOi'-rt- iv
:(
iri'i!.
do
infant n 1;cf nrtd
r'i return
j'orily tT.tirtirU.
wliat'uK'fT
i.ju-rtYou n.'ftl not
," r v:iv fi.H 'rpii.-;,v
dnen not provr fti-- t
!( f''i:t ;( I''Alt
;!i (a.'.cry.
ly
Why cvHifMi' to ro nhtiut
v: ii tuvoli n
i.' t? Why t;i ;lint
.1, win a l;te 't i rtiarnn-t-n- i
o: ;it
n.itii.-tifun
iTiu'ly- - iwily apwl od mo citftnif no
i'dji v v
h lr.it r. viini :iiil t.r itmitit
Kv,ry
v .rt.M iUo r .i r! c!
ilin'-o- vr
-- i ycuru ot con- -
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t' lt fir v 'ni'li
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Harley-Davidso- n
is dependably built for distance
driving.

It endures

oa FAMYFOOT to
Mers
Ofiler
TMs

ruUfch

The

'

IVc fcve Been Authorized

n
".'U1

fi
,

J

rs

Harley - Davidson

Wills, Point,

Banton .Sufferers'

used

tractor plows, two bottom, also rebuilt tractors, see mo. These can be
had ut attractive prices by seeing me
at my office, 113, South Main street.
D. F. Shinn.
tfc

Pontes Count inj Jauht
and Journeys Most Joijfi

For Sale One Waterloo By tractor, one 8 ft McCormick binder, one
8 ft. double disc (tandem) harrow,
one 4 disc John Deere plow. All
nearly new and in first class working condition.
$1000, or less than
list price. Termf to responsible par-

No atrain is so severe that

the
not stand.

can- -

Harley-Davidso-n

w

And its generous, strong,
sprightly springs and
cushioned seat
tbv Jsk tbiclz
give riders restful
j

vs.

the miles it
makes.

Take to the broad highways
and the lonely lanes on a
with chummy
sidecar; be your choice but
jaunts or long journeys.
You will get front 40 to 60
miles on a gallon of gaso
line. You will get greater
good than ariy other
mode of motoring can
cive.
III
Come here and see
the 1920 Harley- Mi
Davidson The
Harley-D-

avidson

Champion

.

?-

fh
.3 iff .4
;

--

Wo hiive a complete line of Ilariey-DaTidso- u
cycles too. Also complcto lino of accessories

and

parts. We arc

ser-

Harley-Davidso-

and Goodyear

n

Bi-

vice station.

.

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP

Strictly modern, new five room

Kentucky Iron Works
Bnrton & Boydstun, Prop.

480 acre farm, closo in, 200 acres
4 room house, well and
windmill, granaries, bnrns, all fenced.
Only $67.50 per acre if sold in next
few days. Terms. This land is easily
worth $05.00. Jump & Edgell. ltc

Let a small boy miike a noise for
if he makes no effort to get his neighborhood and. he cares not
who mnke' the laws.
'

A man who is down ought to be

itc kicked

R. M. Womack,
Strayed
One black filley coming ty.
two years old, white spot in forehead. Texas.
Any information as to her whereabouts' will be appreciated.
T. E.
Deavours. Claud, N. M.

in wheat,

Jump

Ldll.

Southwestern Druj
Clovis, N. M.

Co.

Phone 145

.

East Monroe Avenue
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SENIOR PLAY
"Green Ctockints"
edy.

will have to

Three-Act

Com-

.

aciiii

w

.

Catt of Character!.
Admiral Grice
Allie Montgomery
(Friend of the Faradays)
Colonel Smith. .Blanchard Pritchard
Robert Tarver
Edgar Maynard
(Fiance of Phyllii Faraday)
William Faraday
Crockett Sparks
The Murray Confectionery it
(Father of the Faraday girls;
now ready (or buiineit at the
Henry Steele
Walter Howell
jj. old itand where we (erved the
James Raleigh
Harold Stokes
J public for o many yean. It Martin
Roy Kyle
will be our aim to conduct an
(Dignified old family servant)
confectionery buii.
Ruby Ross
Celia Faraday
with everything clean and
Madge (Mrs. Rockingham)
anitary jutt
uch a place
Julia Perkins
- that we gave you when in buii.
Evelyn (Lady Trenchard)
mu before. We will appreLoula B. Wilson
ciate your business and invite
Phyllis
Margaret Givens
our friends to call and tee ui.
(Youngest of the girls)
Aunt Ida (Mrs. Chisholm Faraday.,
of Chicago) Ailecn Rought
Act 1. Room in Faraday House,
4
Feb 11 evening.
Act II. Room In Faraday House,
eight months later, about 6 o'clock.
Slaughter Murray, Proprietor.
Act II. Morning Room in Faraday
TVTTTTTtTttTftTtfVttttTffV House evening of the same day.
Synopsis
If Methuselah were alive today he
Celia Faraday, the eldest and unnight live to sec the United States married daughter of William Faraday
ratify the peace treaty.
according to the prevailing custom,

in the Game

i!

ne,

t

MURRAY

Confectionery

i

sister, Phyllis, In
Mr. Faraday is
greatly displeased because Phyllit
wishes to marry while Celia Is still
on his hands.
Phyllis and Bdbby,
Robert Tarver, suggest that a husband be found for Celia, and Tarver
auggests Admiral Grice, a testy old
gentleman of 65, of ruddy complexion
with white hair and whiskers. When
Celia returns from a two weeks' visit
the hears of this and, naturally
it. Heretofore her sisters, Raleigh, Steelo, and
in fact, all her
friends look upo:i her as "dear oldj
Celia," who "looks after everything."
When Phyllis tells Celia of hers and
Bobby s sympathy for one in her portion and express their interest in
her. Celia in a fit of resentment announces her engagement at once to
a ficticious Colonel Smith, who is
opposed to be in Africa.
Having heard of the events of this
romance, Madge, who has just written to her husband in India, insists
upon Celia's writing a letter o Colonel Smith, and Phyllis joins in the
entreaty, suggesting that "he will be
looking for something."
Celia in order to keep up the pretense, plays her
part and writes her first love letter
to her "Wobbles," but when no one
is looking, she slips it inside a large
blue envelope and conceals this under

New location, just block east of
New Equipment
enables us to take your picture day
or night, rain or shine. Our equipment is the very beat on the market,
with our technical skill,
and experience in photographic work
in Clovis, assure you the very best
work.

Lyceum'Thcatre.

ts

Beginning Monday, we will be able
service on Kodak
to give you
work. We keep a line of Eastman
Kodaks, and all kinds of supplies at
your service.
New shipment of
and Indian Bicycles most every week.
But if you want a Motorcycle this
summer, better bo getting your order in, for we can't near supply the
demand. We keep a complete supply
of parts and accessories both Bike
and Motorcycle.
Harley-Davidso-

J. A. Sharp's

'D

1
--

appear at the wedding

of her youngest
green stockings.

Mm
W0IB

SALE I

C

1

n

m

Tuesday, April 20, 1920
As

beginning at 10 o'clock, Tuesday, April 20th,
1920, at my farm 10 miles north and 1 mile west of Clovis on the
west road, and two miles south and one mile west of Claud, the
following described cattle live stock and other property:

Phone 145

iLFll

f

l Colt
5 Sows and ife,

j;

,

1

fceem eem

m m

.

-.

-

-

-

110 Cows

some periodicals on the table.
Everyone is dolightcd now

Ford Touring Car
Ford Truck
and Some Farm

J

2 Bulls
are-goo-

TWO BULLS

ONE REGISTERED AND IS AN EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD INDIVIDUAL THE OTHER

i

BULL IS ELIGIBLE TO REGISTRATION BUT WAS
NOT REGISTERED, BUT HE IS A FINE BULL.
Mares and Colt, just fair. 5 Sows and Pigs. Nearly New Ford
Touring Car. Nearly New Ford Truck. Some Farm Implements.

CCD

J. A. Sharp, Owner
Tate

&

Ramey, Auctioneers

Dennis & Son, Clerks.

We have seen the above cattle and inspected them and wish to
state that they are plumb good. This is an opportunity to get
some good cows. Come and see them.
RAMEY & TATE, Auctoneers.

Church News
Hems of Intrmt In Clovis ('liurrh
Circles

VAAAAAA'
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

()(S)P(g)

Probuto Court, Curry County, New
Mexico,
In the mutter of tho
estate of Mrs. B. B. Burrus, deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the ad
ministrator of said estate has filed
in said court his final account in said
estate, and the court has appointed
May 8, 1920, at 10 o'clock, A. M.,
for the day and hour to hear objections to said account and to settle
the same.
J. S. FITZHUCiH,
tc
Administrator.
1

humanity. So we yield. Conscience
and right demands it.
Bible School at 9:45. Junior at 3
p. m. Come on.
I. N. JKTT, Pastor.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Luitt Sunday was very much enjoyed at the Church of Christ. We had
song service until 10:15, and Bible
study until 11. We have had a very
successful meeting which will close
tonight. There has been seven new
members added to the church during
this meeting.
We will start a young folks prayer
meeting Sunday night which we hope
will aroiue a good interest in singing
and the study of the divine Book.
The old folks Bible class meets at Bro.
G. F. Mickey's, West Washington.
Let everyone be present the second
Sunday in July. Bro. Shepherd bf
Amarillo will hold meeting here at
that time, which we hope will be a
great success.
Everyone come and be with us. We
extend a hearty welcome to all.
REPORTER.

Next Lord's Day at 11:00 a. m.,
Communion and Preaching,
At the request of the Salvation
Army Advisory Board of Curry County, our evening services will be dismissed in favor of union services at
the Lyceum, at which meeting the
work of the Army will be presented
and their plans outlined by Prof. E.
W. Bowyer and Mrs. Jas. T. Stalker,
who attended the meeting of the
8tate Board at Albuquerque. There
are many "urgent calls" for Union
and Mass meetings that ought to be
ignored for the reason that they are
not of merit, or they are not of com
mon interest to the public i. e., riot
strictly a public enterprise. But the
Salvation Army work is strictly
sectarian. These men are not asking
us to do anything for "their" church,
A woman's Idea- of a husband easy
either directly or indirecllv. It i in to get along with Is one who will go
the interest of humanity suffering to a church supper,
non-Celi- a.

Johnson & Sullivan

NOTICE

FREE LUNCH AT NOON
TERMS OF SALE All sums of $10 cash. Above that amount a
credit of from sixty days to one year on approved security bearing 10 interest from date 5 discount for cash.

that

Celia has at last become engaged,
especially Aunt Ida, Celia's true
friend, a'nd she is looked upon by all
in a new light, and in no moderate
degree by Steele and Raleigh, who
have a secret admiration for her.
Phyllis, thinking Celia has forgotten to mail her letter, finds it and
gives it to Martin to be sent to Smith.
Celia having burned all the army lirt
and the blue envelope, and believeing
rhe has destroyed the letter, lets Aunt
Ida into her secret. From then on
Celia writes daily letters to Smith and
gives herself, soul and body, over to
the fun.
Eight months later, as (ho and
Aunt Ida had planned "The Times"
announces the death of Colonel Smith
from wounds at Berbera, Somaliland,
Africa. Everyone hates to break the
sad news, but finally Celia reads it
herself. Then everything is in a turmoil ; and, although it was a very sad
occasion, Celia and Aunt Ida find fun.
The same evening Colonel Vavasour
appears at the Faraday House bring- ing a last message from Smith to(
Great is the consternation of
Celia, as well as tho others, whon j
Vavasour turns out to be none other,
than Smith himself; but as usual,
everything turns out well, and Celia
besides never again being referred to
as "dear old Celia" does not have to
wear green stockings at her sister'
wedding.

The 110 Cows are White Face Hereford Cows, from four to
seven years old and are as good cows as I have ever seen in Curry
County. Pill sell them in drafts of 5 or more to suit the crowd.
There will be at least 50 calves by side on day of sale. These cows
are big boned large Hereford cows and the bulls with them

0
m

East Monroe Ave.

"

Implements
t

in Your Tmrn,'

Sittings By Appointment Day or Night

by-bi-

3 Mares
.!

"''Ac 1'lntluijrufihvr

I have more .business than I can attend to, I will sell without

reserve or

....

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP

Grocers

t

SUCCESSORS TO W. B. FINCHER

;I

5-- 4

FOR COMMISSIONER, DISTRICT 2
I hereby authorize the News to announce my candidacy for the office
of County Commissioner of District 11
No. 2, subject to the action of tho
Democratic primary election, April
24th.
J. L. PAGE.

Having puivliasod Hie grocery business of W
Finclier we solicit your grocery business. Wo pride
ourselves on tlu; cleanliness of our store and it will
)e our aim to give you grocery service that you will
appreciate.

We will handle standard lines of goods
and feel that we are going to merit your patronage.
Give us a trial.

Johnson & Sullivan

.

If its news The News wants it.
rhone us. No. 97.

PHONE

118

Next Door to Postoffice

4.4.4,14,4tt4itttt
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J.

A. Jameson, coyote
M. Lance, coyote
B. Copeland, coypte
W. Davidson coyoto
M. Jordan, coyote..
John E. Grove, coyote
O. M- - Reese, coyote.

H.
P.
T.
L.

.Let's Go, Soys!
63

rl 0

RE-- Z

ERWER GO.

Upstairs
Opposite First National Bank

63

X

I

Abstracts

I

Fire and Hail Insurance

X

tl

S3

.

i

J

Our assurance that in whatever manner we may be
able to serve you, we shall spare no effort to serve

;
iT

you well.

PROCEEDINGS

COMMISSIONERS'

Pr:ceelings of the

Hoard

of

Coun-

ty Commissioners of Curry County,
New Mexico, at a meeting held in the
County Clerk's office at the Court
House on the 5th and llth days of
April, A. D. 1920.
Present:
J. I). Fleming, Chairmuii.
Ceo. W. Ryle, Commissioner.
A. L. Phillips, Commissioner.
W. C. Zerwer. Clerk.
Accounts :tf County official for
xnlarie were examined, approved und
warrants druwn in payment of said
salaries for the month of March,
1920.
The following other accounts were
allowed and warrants drawn in payment,
H. F. Chrisenberiy, jailor
f liO.OO
J. B. Belcher, Janitor, Jan.
302.00
Feb. Mch
t:

lilaekniore-Zerwe-

r

Co.

mium on b.mds
Crane & Co., supplies
Mandell Clo. & 11. C.
towels

pre-

32.00
14.1)4

Co.
1.H0

2.00

44.00
2.00
2.00

Paul Steed, coyote
C. E. Worrell, coyote
2.00
T. M. Davenport, exp of pri. 32.01
Geo. K. Maynard, health office expense
158.47
Long Bell Lbr. Co. coal, etc.. 146.20
W. C. Zerwer, office exp
48.85
The City of Clovis, Jan. Feb.
and Mch
.'. 130.17
The Clovis Jouranl, ptg
109.60
J. Foster Scott, Jr., assisting
20.00
health officer
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
67.50
on typewriter
S. D. Dean, expenses
37.17
Geo. McLean, Road Supt.
Feby. report
100.00
Geo.
McLean, Road Supt.
S17104
March report

We'!re Ready

DLAG K

2.00
2.00
4.00
' 2.00

Salient SiiC

Telephone) Franchise
In the matter of granting certain
rights and privileges to the Curry
County Rural Telephone Company
tys successors and assigns, with reference to th'j use sf highways:
Be it ordered by the board;, of
County Commissioners
cf Carry
County, Now Mexico:
Section 1. That there .is hereby
planted to the Curry County Rural
Telephone Company, its successors
and assigns, for the period of fifteen
years from the date hereof, the right
and privilege to erect, construct,
equip, operate and maintain, in upon
along, ucross, above, over and under
the public highways of Curry County
a rurul telephone line or lines consist
ing of pales, wires, cables, conduits
und other fixtures necessary or proper for tiie operation and maintenance of said lines, however, no poles
or other fixtures shall be placed along
eoid highway when the same will in- terfere with any travel thereon, and
such poles and lines shall be along
the outer edge of the highways so
that same will not interefere with the
usuul travel in such highway.
Section 2. This said company shall,
at nil times, druing the life of this
right, privilege and franchise, be subject to all existing or enacted laws
of the state of New Mexico, and shall
abide by and conform its operations
to all such laws.
Section 3. It is expressly understood that the said Curry County Rural Telephone Compnny shall hold the
County of Curry harmless from ull
loss or damage sustained on account
of any suit, judgment, execution,
cluim or demand whatsoever resulting from the negligence of the company in the construction or operation of said telephone lines.
.
Passed and adopted by the Board
of County Commissioners of Curry
County in o,en session at Clovis, New
Mexico, this the 5th day of April, A.

Remington Typewriter Co.,
1
repairs
12.00
A. J. Whiting, lamp bulbs..
6.05
City of Clovis, Oct. Nov. Dec. lOD.'Jl
The Melrose Mesxcnger, ptg. J9.P0
Edna Francis, stenographer.
50.10
Geo. D. Burnurd & Co., sup. . 75.92
George Roach", of. exp
19 50
Co. Agt. & Boys & Girls club
leader project
500.00
Jus. M. Biekley office and
traveling expense
93.43
The CloviB News, printing-- . 204. 18
Mountain States Tel & Tel.
Co., tolls and rentals
00.10
Lone Star Lbr. Co., coul, etc.
9.25
C.G3
Geo. 1). Barnard & Co., sup.
S. D. Dean, board prisoners..
CO. 00
J. S. Morgan, office exp... 28.25
S. I). Dean, expenses,
48.91
S. 1). Dean, expenses
. 25.16
S. D. Dean, expenses
. 58.30
J. P. Noble, fees
40.75
R. J. Stoval, coyMo scalp..
2.00 D. 1920.
6.00
Jerry Valentine, coyote ..
S. L. Kirckpatrick, coyote
2.00
In the matter of the petition of J.
A. J. Curry, coyote
2.00 S. Bobo and others praying that a
I). E. Vibhard, coyote
10.00 certain highway be opened to travel
W. B Vibbard, coyote
10.00 'and the obstructions removed, it is
.

MS

The Greater Value of
the Stephens Engine
The Stephens Engine with its
g
vaporizing wall and
chamber is the most powerful and
the most economical engine for its
size in passenger automobiles.
super-heatin-

It

respecter of the grades of
gasoline you feed it.
is no

With greater efficiency in
and burning, it wastes
no gas. so it wastes
no power.

fuel-prepari- ng

of gasoline without lessened performance.

All this combined with the
mechanical excellence of the
g
chassis, the beauty,
comfort and luxuriousness of
bodies, make
Stephens hand-bui- lt
the Stephens a motor car of Greater Value and Greater Service.
smooth-ridin-

"That is salient which

Although S. A. E. rated
i at 25.3 it actually develops 57 H. P., and
bums the lowest grades
Fiek Cord

is strikingly manifest
$r which catches the
attention at once.''
WEBSTER.

Tim

End your search for the
height of motor car
satisfaction by seeing
and riding in the
Stephens Salient Six
today.

Rc&ultr Equipment on All Model

.....

ODOM & YELVERTON
CLOVIS

A GREATER VALUE

.

NEW MEXICO

A GREATER SERVICE

.

Manufactured by Stephens Motor Works ofMoline Plon Company

ordered that the County Road Sup- tain monies paid for taxes on alleged
erintendent proceeds to the necessary erroneous tax sales and tax deeds;
steps to secure such highway opened. it is ordered that the matter be referred to the District Court far
In the matter of the Account of
H. S. Crawford for the refund of cer- Report of fines collected and paid
to County Treasurer of J. P. Noble,
Justice of the Peace approved and
filed.

a real American

FOR serve Blue Label Karo
the Great American Syrup

on your waffles, pancakes or
toast. It is wholesome, pure,

delicious and more economical.
Because of the many daily
uses for Blue Label Karo for
breakfast, for cooking, bakingr
housewives are buyand
ing it by the dozen cans. Ask your
grocer the price per dozen.
candy-makin- g,

P. S. Ever try Blue Label Karo on
Grape Fruit?

Delicious f

CORN PRODUCTS REFINING COMPANY
Nw York
17 Battery PUe

to file their objections on or before
the day set for said hearing.
Dated this 8th day of April, 1920.
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
County Clerk.
By Ola Devitt, Deputy.

Wanted Salesman for Clovis and
vicinity.
Commission contract only
for spare time or full time. We will
teach you to sell income protection
through our free school of instrucButcher's bond of Clovis
store approved and filed.'
tion and help you build a businessof
your own,
Massachusetts Bonding
In the matter of the road peti- and Insurance Company, Accident
Mextioned for along the Texas-Neand Health Dept., Saginaw, Michigan.
ico State Line from Texico squth, it Capital $1,500,000.
was ordered that this be referred to
the County Road Superintendent for
further effort to secure satisfactory
adjustment.
W offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any cane of Catarrh that cannot be
In the matter of the apportionment
cured by Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
of school funds for tho year
Hall's Catarrh Medicine hus been taken
the board consulted with the by catarrh sufferers for the pait thlrt-flv- e
years, and has become known as the
County School Superintendent, mem most reliable remedy for Catarrh, Hail's
bcrs of the Board of Trustees of the Catnrrh Medicine acts thru the Blood on
the Mucous surface, expclllnir the PoiClovis,. Texico and Melrose Schools, son, from the Blood and i.raltng the disportions.
eased
and the Clovis City School Superin
After you have taken Hall's Catarrh
tendent, but no definite amount being Medicine for a short time you will see a
great Improvement In your general
agreed upon, action was postponed.
health. Start taking Hall's Catarrh Medicine at once Slid Ret rid of catarrh, 8end
or testimonials, free.
.
board
It is now ordered thot the
CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
P. J. CHKNKT
do adjourn.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
(Seal)
J. D. FLEMMING,
Chairman.
Attest:
W. C. ZERWER, County Clerk.

How's This?

1920-192-

NOTICE
In the probate Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
In tho matter of the estate of L. C.
Barnes deceased.
No. 120.
Notice is hereby given that Geo.
W. Ryle, administrator of the above
estate has filed his final report and
also his petition asking to be discharged; the Honorable C. V. Steed,
Probate Judge o'f Curry Countv. New
Mexico, has sot the 5th day of July,
1920, at the hour of 10 o'clock A. M.
at the Court room of f the Probate
Court of Curry County, New Mexico,
as the day, time'und place for hearing
objections, if any there be, to snid report and petition.
Therefore any person or persons!
wishing to object arc hereby notified

Clovis Marble

Works
Dad Dwight, Manages,
Patronize Home Industry and
select your work from a home
concern.
Quick service
nn good
Material.
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
or no pay.
We can save you the agents
commission as iij agent is al- -.
lowed to sell for us. Come look
over my stock of Vermont
Marble.
I am a citizen of'
:
Clovis.

Dad Dwright
Grand Avenue, Cjovis, N. M.
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Dr. and Mrs. J. D. Lynch of Mcl- For loans on farms, see First Mort-- 1
roso were Clovis vlitjrs Monday.
gage Loan Co., at First National
Bank. Loans closed promptly.
Flu and its after effects are suc
cessfully treated by Osteopathy, tfc
J. S. Fuller and wife left Saturday
for a several months' visit at CarthJust received whole box car of lat age, Mo.
est songs. Croft Music Co.
At Last. All the big song hits that
Jacob Ott left Friday for a month's were sung at the Elks Minstrel.
Croft
stay at San Francisco, California.
Music Co.

f

s

"

"

,

i

One cracking good Cadallicing

Ford
Rev. Raymond Van Fandt, pastor
truck for sale at the right price. See
of the Methodist Church at Mule- Kemp
Co.
Lumber

W.

A.

Hockenhull

attended

dis-

trict court at Fort Sumner the first
of this week.

The newly elected city officers will
be installed at the next regular meet
ing of the council on Monday night,

of Hobart, Okla., has April
been transacting business in Clovis
R. E. Hodges

ALL your favorite
V center each in
a substantial chocolate
overcoat You'll have
to eat one to learn how
good they are and eat
many to learn that
they are all equally

this week. Mr. Hodges owns land in
Curry County.

lth.

Just unloading car Weber Wagons
'
and Trucks.

Mrs. G. S. Guyer returned the latter part pf last week from a visit with
relatives at Los Angeles, Calif. .
Let us show you the New Round
' Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Duckworth
Oak Range. Saves you money, temreturned this week from Silver City
per and good nature.
where Mr. Duckworth has been atBARRY HARDWARE CO.
tending a meeting of the State Board
of Pharmacy.
Monday
Wm. Ogg

good.

Come in at you
by today, and get
some. Packed In a
handsome
bos that
will pleaie anybody.
CO

left'

for

a

EL SI

FERGUSON

trip

to Kansas City and other points in
For SaleColumbia Grafonola and
Missouri. While away he expects to
20 records. Has been used about six
get fixtures for his new restaurant he
plans to open soon in the brick build- months. Records are of good selecing next door to his present location. tion. $75 cash takes the outfit. See
the operator at the News office.

clhe Chocolatesivith
theWbnderful Center

Western Electric Washers sold on

trial.

Columbia Grafonolas

IN

A PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT PICTURE
Brilliantly Acted Handsomely Gowned and Staged
Made of the stuff that touches human hearts.

'
Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Woodward reSeniors of Clovis High School prethis week from California sent "Green Stockings" next Thurswhere they have been for several day, April 22, at the Lyceum, MatMr. Woodward is much im- inee and Evening performances.
weeks..
proved in health.
Ira Baconr district representative
Make them happier. Build a home of the Merganthaller Linotype Co.,
first.
was a Qlovis visitor Wednesday.
Q
The printing business must be on a
boom like all other businesses for Mr.
Bacon says it now takes six months
to get delivery on certain popular
models of the linotype.

The World Calkd Them
Man anB Wife, But

turned

Rf

ular Communication.
CLOVIS LODGE, A. F. A A. M.
Next Tuesday Nigh!
P. A. La Shier, Stcratary

Your neighbor has one
Sold on easy payments
New Records Each Week
Take some home with you

Tinware, Graniteware,
ware.

Her husband, grieved by her seeming lightness,
thought .she wasn't big enough for a real wife's job.
Slip, slighted and hurt, could not understand why
the comradeship she wanted was denied.
Thou another woman one who could manager-ca- me
into his home and then a shocking revelation
opened the oyes of both.
A real life story of one of a million homes with
beautiful Elsie Ferguson in the greatest part of her
career.

and

4

ALSO SHOWING

"Naughty Lions and Wild Men"
One of those Screamingly funny comedies

with

those lions.

First National Bank

Eastman Kodaks

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON

Of Clovis
Capital and Surplus... $120,000.00

AT THE

wms&

First Mortgage Loan Co.
Of Clovis
Capital and Surplus..
ill i

l ORDER"

"HIS HOUSE

Sunlight Flour is guaranteed to be
first class. It is made from home
grown,
wheat by a home concern.
Give ft a trial. Sold by all grocery-me-

KempOrniWCornponu

t;

!U

r

shoe was a Clovis visitor Monday.

65,000.00

l

Combined Capital

.$185,000.00

SATURDAY NIGHT
'APRIL 17th.

.

Try-ou-r

finishing department.

your business and want you to
know that we appreciate the accounts of those who do business

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG GO.

with us, and want as, many new
ones as we can get. No matter how

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

small your deposit may be, we want
you to deposit your checks or cash
:.

TRY TO

We arc in a position to handle

with us so we may get better

PERSONAL MENTION.

ac-

quainted, even if you arc compelled
to cheek out every dollar the same

. Mr. and Mrs. B. L, Hawk have
For loans on farms, see First Mortmoved from Roswell to Grady.
gage Loan Co., at First National
Bank. Loans closed promptly.
Oscar Williams has recently moved
to Clovis from ThuruerTexaa.
Santa Fe agont W. II. Bowman
turned this week from a visit at
Rev. B. H. Oxford of Melrose was Wichita, Kansas.
Covis visitor Tuciday.

R. E. Sheridan of Claud was a
W M n,..i..
Clovis visitor Wednesday.
list for several days this. week.

We have the most complete lino of
Mrs. Emma Allen of Dalhart,
Texas
Phonograph records in the city. Nunn ia here visiting Mra. Madge Wright.
Electric Co. Phone 478.
Itc
Mrs. Abe Williams and
f
children of
Judge Sam Bratton
is holding Texico wero Clovis visitors Tuesday.
district court at Fort Sumner this
week.
C A. Hatch is here from Albuqucr.
que this week.
Boost tho Clovis school by going to
see "Green Stockings."
Mrs. Jaqk Lewis returned this
Presented
week
by the Seniors.
ltc from Missouri where she has been
visiting relatives.
For Sale 20 acre oil lease near
x
well in Roosevelt Caunty.
Wo Jiave all the new
records, let
?3.00 per acre if sold at once. C. W. un
pluy your favorite for you.
Nunn
Johnson at Antlers Hotel.
Hp Electric
Co. Phone 470.
u0
Guy Shipley and John Bledsoe
'Green
Stockings" by the Seniors
madu a trip to Plainview, Texas, Monof Clovis High School at the Lyceum,
day, on Guy's new Sport Model
Matinee and Evening, Thursday, Apr.
Nu-Mc-

day.. YOUR CHECKS MAKE
THE WEST RECEIPTS.

n

Save money on your building by
We will buy your second hand fur- letting A. Komero build
of adobe, for
niture. Phone us.1 Clovis Furniture information see A. Romero.
and Undertaking Co.
Sale of Geraniums, Rows, Bedding
Aj splendid time" to refinlsh your Plants,
machine bags on
autos. A good painter at my shop Wednesday and Thursday, the 21 and
now. Phone 264. ''Bert' Curies, tfe 22 of this month at Halei Grocery
by Presbyterian laJics.
rpone 97 for job work of all kinds.
Telephone 72 your Electric
and Plumbing TROUBLES.
OJra your own home, it's cheaper

GET IN

ltc
Mr. and Mrs.

See Us For Farm Loans
We pay you the money the same
day we make the loan.

W. T. Jackman

re-

-

Sunlight Flour la made from home
.turned Wednesday from Dallas where
they havo been for, tho past two grown wheat. Tho Qualitv !
.Mck- Your Kroccryman will
weeks.
gma l0 seiryou a sack.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Campbell of
of Hutchins, Texas, have recently
District Attorncv W. A
moved to Clovis. Mrs. Campbell is a and assistant district attorney R.
B.
Rowells are attending District Court
sister to Mrs, L. S. Bockley.
at Fort Sumner this week.
Harness, Wagons and Farm Trucks
at
Lumber is not high. What rent do
you pay,

Jr

n.....

k

...

..
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SECOND SECTION

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County

Official

CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO.
PECOS VOTERS ALMOST
but one of the eld city staff were reTOO BUSY WITH OIL
elected. S. M. Prevritt defeated B.
TO GO TO THE POLLS
T. Biggs 'or the letter's seat in the
I'iccs, Texts, April 10. Pecos city council, and the latter body is
vjters wore too fxcilid over the oil now prepared to tuke up in earnest
boom to vote the past week, anil only the question of amending the buildm v
of them found their way ing ordinance to allow tents to be
to the polls. Thi was not entirely erected within thn fire limits to care
their fault for ninny of them had for the boom crowds, and the quesboin so busy with the oil men that tion of refusing to license
e
they did not know about the election,! blackboard brokers. The brokers ocwhile even the editor of the locl cupying office space, have presented
'
paper, the Enterprise, get stooped. He a petition asking the council to proforgot to mention it in his laat issue. hibit the unequal competition.
Mayor Benjamin Piilmcr, and all
Strangers will be able Jo find their
nty-on-

o

curb-ston-

i SHI

CT

s

hM

!.

mm

t

i

v)JiWM vM

n

$1.50 PER YEAR

I treat all diseases and disorders of
way about Pecos in the near future.'
The old administration as its last act women and
attend confinement
has arranged for a street numbering' cases. Dr. II. R. Gibson.
and for the placing of guide
"The
signs on the street corners.
third door from Mrs. Jones'' and
Regular Masting
"Just south of the Baptist church"
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
have been familiar directions to tho
Will be held at Masonic Hall
oil investor who has just arrived in
Second and Fourth Friday
Pecos, and the absence of houso nuin-- l
nights of each month,
bers has caused many embarrassing
t 8:00 O'clock.
situations.
All Sir KnighU residing in
this jurisdiction are invited.
Saye money on your building by
R. J. Neal, Recorder.
letting A. Romero build of adobe, for 4
information see A. Romero.
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No attempt will be made by the ed in the democratic survey.
Senator A. A. Jones wired the
demociats during the present campaign to pu'ijihh a daily newsii'per committee expressing regret at being
in New Mexico, b'lt the money avail- unable to attend. In his telegram
able for publicity will be used in he declared the democratic party to
establishing a publicity bureau at be in a better position to appeal to
Santa Fe, which will furnish .the coun- the interest and patriotism of the
try democratic weeklies with cam- people than ever before, basing such
paign propaganda, the remaining of an appeal upon a duty well done.
the funds to be distributed among the Mayor A. T. Hannett, of Gallup, was
weeklies. This was the sentiment and unable to be present on account of
desire expressed at the meeting of the illness.
"Tho committee meeting," said
democratic committee at Jefferson
Monday by Secretary Byron 0. Beall, "was one
hall in Albuquerque
speakers and in committee reports. of the most effective in recent years.
After discussion the assembly went Practically every democrat in attend
into executive session and the final ance at the meeting stated that while
of hard
he realized the necessity
action taken was not made public.
The newspaper committee men re work in connection with the coming
ported that after careful consider election he felt equal to his task.
ing the matter ok publishing a daily The delegates adjourned with an air
newsnnner in the state they had of determination to return to their
found that it was inadvisable to buy respective homes and immediately
an established newspaper and that a take up the work of the coming cam
contract with a publishing company paign."
to put out a paper during the cam- Da en would mean a heavy deficit.
State Chairman Seligman stated that
BLACKTOWER
reports and opinions had been receiv
ed from the various parts of the state
and party men were all ready to aid
in whatever plan for publicity might
Mr. and Mrs. Norris from House
be decided upon.
are moving into our community. We
Rotwell Gats Convention.
to have them.
The state convention which will se are glad
school
was out last Friday.'
demoOur
lect delegates to the national
cratic convention at San Francisco The school children gave a nice pro
will be held at Rjswell, meeting at gram Friday night. Dr. McClellan
2 o'ebek on June 8, it was decided by
from Clovis made a talk and present
the committee yesterday morning.
ed
the diploma to the graduate, Miss
A, resolution was adopted during the
rcquest-iniChandler. People from all comIvie
r
executive
session
afternoon
that all county organization per munities near were present for tho
representatives program.
mit and secure women
.
Mr. J. T. Chandler s mother came
coming democratic state con
for
ventions. The fact that Roswell has in Monday for a visit with her son
secured the next meeting of the and family.
Everybody remember the singing
said to increase the
democrats i
securing
next Sunday.
convention
Albuquerque's
chances of
Miss Mabel Chandler left Monday
the state nominating convention.
Tho total county representation in morning for points in Texas.
Sunday school report last Sunday,
the next convention was set at 252,
eighty-tw- o
present and 14.44 collecdele
larger
a
may
send
counties
but
tion.
above
gation if they like. Delegates
Mrs. Bowlin entertained the
the county's allotted number will not,
Class with a big dinner at her
however, have the right to vote.
Chairman Seligman estimated that home Sunday.
the democratic voting strength in the
Dr. T. T. Presley, eye, ear, nose
coming state election would be be
throat, will be in Clovis on the
names
and.
The
70,000.
and
tween 65,000
and addresses of some 14.392 former 6th of each month at the office" of
soldiers and sailors have been collect Dr. Board.
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Men who accomplish great things are

twhouseeveryfairadvantagetevvin.

'

ft"

gives a man the appearance of fitness, of substantial
standing, of poise and self respect It is thorobred
tailoring for thorobred men, and because of the won- derful organization back of it, there is an emphatic
advantage in the matter of economy.

Our
Business
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Buy
All-wo-

ol

quality-n- ot

price

and perfect
ea"""ny
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Increases

I
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1

Because we are attempting to please
our patrons with satisfactory auto ser
vice.

I

'

'

'

1
Everything for the

Automo--

'
bile, including gasoline, oil and

We are the exclusive dealer in town

all kinds of accessories.

for tKis celebrated tailoring
,

Mandell Go.

Dry Goods Co.

We Sell

Kelly-Springfiel-

Tires.

NEW STATE AUTO CO.
Real Auto Service
T. L. HELM, Mgr.

2).

d

North Main

St
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MIGHT HAVE BEEN WORSE

Mrs. W. G. Broome

MILLINERY
anc

Goods

Ready-To-We- ar

Just received shipment of nifty hats, also the new.
silk hose are here and on display.

Hemember we

are always glad for you to come in and see our goods
whether you buy or not.

..tumnmiiiimm.

Years ago I saw a striking cartoon.
It showed a number of men, more or
less mangled. One poor fellow had
an arm blown off; another a leg, and
so on. Underneath tha cartoon were
these words:
"Fourth of July."
Above tho cartoon appeared these
words: "What It might have been."
It was a bad lot, a bunch of man
gled humans, but it could have been
worse.
On the 27th of March this section
was visited with what tho "old timers"
say was the most severe sand storm
they had ever witnessed. It wis a
humdinger alright. It taxed our patience and, perchance, our religion.
We sorter'wished wo wcro somewhere
else just most any old place, you
know. The wind blew a few shacks
over and demolished a few plate
glasses, Cut that was all. It might
have been worse. In fact it was
worse In many sections of the more
"highly favored parts of the world."
In other sections of the country sev
eral hundred lives were lost and mil
lions of property were destroyed.
Really now, aren't you glad you live
in New Mexico.
The editor of this paper was reared
in Texas. That is a great state, great
in size, great in progressive spirit,
great in schools, churches, resources,
and, in a word, great in most everything that goes to make a truly great
State. But, not S3 long as memory
shall sit on the throne will I forget
the dread hours, nights and days I
have spent for fear a tornado, cyclone or some monstrous windstorm
of destruction would swoop down upon me and hurl me into eternity in
any moment. Many are the hours I
have spent in the "storm cellar" wait
ing the abating of the storm. Did
you ever stop to think? ,No destruc
tive cyclones, here, and hence no
need of "holes in the ground" in the
way of rtorm cellars.
Yes, these
sand storms- - arc not at all pleasant,
but It could be much worse. If you
will consider the many advantages
this section of the world offers over
most any other part of the country,
you will be awfully glad you are a
New Mexican. Thank you. Mutual
Messenger.
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Mrs. W. G . Broome
South Main Street

RUNNING TRUE TO FORM

NEW

Build For The Future

i

Wherever you find new business buildings going up there you
will find prosperity. This is such a eoniniunity.
Iuil(liiig.s hastily and poorly constructed, with "any kind" of materials, are temporary. They will not last.
As a builder you
for your part of the community
in years to come. IJuild buildings that will endure!
We, too, are a part of this community actively interested in its
development. To furnish only quality lumber, dependable materials, and sound building counsel is our part of the undertaking.
You can benefit by it. ' Write or call

The gains made in the lost week
by Senator Hiram Johnson in his
for the Republican nomination indicates that tho Republicans are ren
I have purchased the old
verting to form. Of all the obstrucbarn on Hagerman avetionists and tireless critics in the Sen
nue, just back of the Clovis
ate, Mr. Johnson is perhaps the most
Steam Laundry, and have openconspicuous. His candidacy at first
ed a wagon yard there.
did not seem to appeal to the party
voters, but his subsequent gains have
Will Buy and Sell Horses
led to the belief that he will be a
and Mules
more formidable factor in the nation
Feed and Grain Sold
al convention than was at first
thought possible.
A good place for farmers to
stop with nice clean sheds to
This manifestation of sympathy for
put wagons under.
the methods followed by the Califor
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
nia Senator is disappointing, but it
OF ASBURY J. PETTIGREW,
is a triumph of partyism and defeat
DECEASED, NOTICE OF PROOF
of patriotism, and in supporting the
THEREOF.
candidacy of Mr. Johnson the Republicans are reverting to their true
Notice is hereby (riven that May.
Phone 97 tot job work of all kinds. form. Amarillo Tribune.
20th, 1920, the same being a day of

Wagon Yard
Ray-bur-

Tom Ross, Prop.

REMEMBER

BAKER BROS.
For
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I.ONG-REL- L

Telephone No. 15
4
the regular term of the Probate Court
of Curry County, New Mexico, at the
hour of 10:00 o'clock, A. M., has been
fixed by an order of said court as
the day for proving the last Will and
Testament of Asbury J. Pettigrew,
deceased, and all heirs, legatees and
devises of said deceased and all persons who may have any interest in
the estate of said deceased, are hereby notified to be and appear at the
County Clerk's office in the Court
House, in the City of CI d vis, Curry
County, New Mevico, on the day and
hour aforesaid, when said Will will
be offered for proof.
In witness whereof, I have here
unto set my hand and affixed the
seal of said court, this the 10th day
of April, 1020.
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
Clerk
County Clerk and
of the Probate Court of Curry Coun
4 tc
1
ty, New Mexico.

4f

W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

THE LURE
EAGLE
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weavers of Eagle Shirtings
know the lure of fine fabrics.

When the

Ihead feels

thick or

Every

achca, when
ono feels all

perhaps a

coated
tongue it
is the signal

that poisons

cleaned out
at once.
can bo best
ascriixjd to our own neglect or
carelessness. When tho organs fail
in tho discharge of their duties,
tho putrefactive germs set in and
generate toxins nctual poisons,
which fill one's own body.
Sleepiness after meals, flushing
of tho face, extreme lassitude, biliousness, dizziness, sick headache,

acidity of the stomach, heartburn,
offensive breath, anemia, losa of
weight and muscular power, decrease of vitality or lowering of
resistance to infectious diseases,
disturbance of the cyo, dyspepsia,
indigestion, gastritis, many forms
of catarrh, asthma, car affections
and allied ailments result from
on

Clovis, N. M.

Kendall Dry Goods Co.

are accumulating in the
8ystem, and
should bo

Auto-intoxicati-

6 ros. Ag

shirt the ultimate in value

out-of-so-

1b

Ask Your Neighbor About Our Prompt
Payment of Policies in the Past

to their fabricsto

the

MY HEAD!

poor policy to spend several months on a
wheat crop and then run the risk of having it hailed
out. Hail Insurance is not expensive and it is better
to be safe than sorry. It will cost no more to get a
policy for the remainder of the season than it will to
wait until a month from now to have it written.

Shirts challenge your

rich, so varied, so firmly woven,
so appealing to the eye, so satis
fying to the touch. A wonderful
variety of weaves, rare blends of
cotton, fibre and silk.

io

'

It
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"It Costs No More To Built It Right."

orself-poisonin- g.

.Take castor oil, or procure at
the drug store, a pleasant vegetable laxative, called Pr. PiercVs
Pleasant Pellets, conjpostd oi
.

My-appl-

o

aloes and jalap,

tt
Every Farmer Needs
Money At Some Time!
And there is no more independent way to pet it than
through a farm loan with a company where the red
tape is cut out and the borrower gets all the money
he applies for witnout miscellaneous deductions.
Ask me about it.

H. F. YOUNG
FARM LOANS
Representing the F. B. Collins Investment Co.,
.
of Oklahoma City .
CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO
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To construct, lay, purchase or in
any manner, acquire, maintain and
operate, sell or encumber or in any
manner dispose of or convey pipe

lines, plants, refineries, systems and,
works for the manufacture, production, use, distribution, transporta
tion and sale of natural, artifical and f
mixed gas, petroleum or other oils,
.crude and refined, for light, heat,
power or other purposes.
To acquire by purchase, gift, devise
or otherwise, oil and gas lease, mines,
mineral lands, royalties, and to develop, operate, sell, exchange or in m
anywise dispose of said lands, to drill,
explore and produce, to refine, re'
duce and prepare for market, either
as a raw product or otherwise any of
me products of its said lands, and to
manufacture from said products of
said lands any and all commodities
and
thereof.
To lease, buy or otherwise acquire,
hold, uiie und operate, explore and
develop, sell, sub-le- t
or otherwise dispose of, mortgage and encumber and
make any und all contracts in re.
Hpect to, rights to explore for and
remove natural gas, mineral oil, petroleum and other oils or niincruls.
To acquire by purchase, gift, devise or otherwise all necessary property real or peitonal, csncntiul or
proper in tho carrying out of any or
all of the objects of this corporation.
To purchase
or subscribe or
otherwise to hold, sell, transfer or
otherwise dispose of stocks, bonds,
mortguges and other evidence of indebtedness of persons, firms or corporations.
' To sell, louse or otherwise contract
with respect to any and all of its
properties, tungible or intangible, as
un entirety or uny part thereof.
To issue bonds or obligations of
this corporation from time to time for
any of tho objects or purposes of the
corporation.
To purchase, holu or reissue the
shares of its capital stock.
To purchase, hold, or own, sell or
convey real or personal property of
every class or description in any state
or territory of the United States or
in any foreign country, subject to
the laws of such state, territory or
foreign country.
The foregoing clauses shall be construed both as objects and powers,
and it is expressly provided thut the
foregoing enumeration of specific
powers shall not be held or construed
to limit or restrict in any manner the
rowersof the corporation.
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smiles, white
resin, eocq appewes
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aw

sna Gjssstions.
Its benefits are as GREAT
as Us cost is SMALL!

It satisfies the desire for
sweets

and is beneficial, too.

Sealed Tight

Vi

Kert Right.
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The corporation phall be authorized to issue capital stock to tho extent of ONE- - HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS, divided into
thousand shares of the par
value of One and
0
($1.00)
each.
The amount of capital with which
it shall begin business is THREE
THOUSAND AND
DOL
LARS ($;l,000.00.l
All stock shall he fully paid for
Duron- issuance and shall be

1

A12

NO-10- 0

f:

if-

-

All stock shall he common stock
II.
and may be voted cumulatively.
The registered office and principal
V.
Hure of bushiest of the corporation
The names and no.toffic" addresses
STATU OF NEW MEXICO
Curry
Clovis,
of
be
in
city
the
ehull
of the incoi poi alors anil the number
Slate Corporation Commission of
County, New Mevico, mid Bruec Sul- of shaves for which they severallv
New
statudesignated
as
hereby
is
livan
subscribed, the aggregate amount of
Certificate of Comparison.
thereof mid upon which
subscriptions
equal - Three
United States of America, Stale of tory ugent in
whom service of process against said Thousand Dollars, the amount of capNew Mexico, B.
ital stock with which the cornoration
It is hereby certified, that the an- corporation mav be had.
111.
will begin business, are as follows:
nexed is a full, true and complete
C. L, Sullivan, Clovis, New Mexico,
The objects for which this corporatranscript of the
tion is formed and established are: 10(10 shares.
Certified, of Incorporation of
To cngitgo in the retail and whale-sal- e
Bruce Sullivan, Clovis, New MexSULLIVAN MOTOR CORPORAautomobile business in the city ico. 1000 shares.
TION
E. O. Sullivan, Clovis, New Mexof Clovis, Curry County, New Mex(No Stockholder.' Liability)
ico.
ico, 1000 shares.
(No. 10492)
To buy end sell at wholesale or
VI.
with the endorsements thereon, as
The duration of the corporation
same appears or, file Hnd of record in retail new and used automobiles,
the office of the State Corporation trucks, supplies, tires, equipment, ac- shall be fifty (501 years.
cessories nud supplies of every nature
VII.
Commission.
The affairs of the cornoration shall
In testimony whereof, the State and kind whatsoever.
To engage in the Rnrnire business be manured by the board of directors,
Corporation Commission of the State
of New Mexico has caused this cer- and fix and repair automobiles and the members of which shnll lie elected
annually on the second Monday in
tificate to be signed by its Chairman trucks.
To do and transact any, all and J miliary, of each year, excent the first
and the seal of said Commission,,
business,
every
automobile
kind
of
election, which may be called by the
affixed at the city of Suntn Ve
at any time within
on this :10th day of March, A. 1). including the manufacture and dis- incorporators
automobiles,
cars,
trucks,
of
tribution
three months from the date of these
1U20.
supplies.
and
accessories
tires,
articles,
the
director
elected rt
(Seal)
HUGH II. WILLIAMS,
To acquire by purchase, Rift or which meeting shall hold office until
Chairman.
Attest:
In
second
Mondav
the
January,
1921.
buy,
to
sell,
hold,
own,
otherwise,
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
The Hoard of Directors shell eon-'and encumber or
lease, mortgage
of three members and for the first
otherwise convey real estate and
CERTIFICATE OF INCOa?OUA.
other property, real or personal; to three months. th incorporators shall
TION
survey, plat, improve and develop for act as a Hoard of Directors and shnll
Sullivan Motor Corporation
purposes of sale or otherwise, and to have full power and all authority
(No Stockholders' Liability)
or usunl
We, tho undersigned, in order to do and perform all things needful or conferred by the
and powers conferred by law.
corporation, pursuant to the lawful for the development of said
form
VIII.
Statute of tho State of New Mexico, property for agriculture, residence
TIip officer
of tho corporation
lo hereby associate ourselves togeth- trade or business.
To acquire by grant, purchase or shall be as follows:
er for the purpose of forming a corPresident.
otherwise, subject to legislative auporation, and do certify as follows:
Vice President.
thority franchise's, concessions, rights
Recetarv-TreasureThe name of the corporation is and privileges of every kind and naSa'd officer shall be elected bv
MOTOR CORPORA. ture wherever needful, necessary or
SULLIVAN
the Board of Directors at their first
desirable.
TION (No Stockholders' Liability.)

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

m Mew

immi

s
s

We are now located in the Klein corner,
across the street west of Barry's Hardware store.

Wc have a good roomy office and want our friends to call in
when in the city and have a rest and a visit whether you have any
business to transact or not.
Sometime ago we told you in our advertisement that if you
ever expected to buy the farm adjoining you, not to wait too

it would go higher. Ask yourself if it has not already
proven true. Wc think it has and we think it is still going higher,
if you want it, better buy it now. If you are fortunate enough to
have the money, use it; if you don't happen to have enough, come
in and talk it ever with us. "We think wc can help you wc have
helped others. Ask your neighbor about us.
long, as

We, buy, sell and trade farms and city property and cattle.
Clerk sales and buy sale paper.

When in need of our services in

any of our lines, call on us or write a letter explaining your wants.
Yours for business,

I

Union Mortgage Co.f
)

.

to-b-

ft

by-la-

r.

April 10th.

April 10th.
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Removal s Advertising Sale
For Quick Sale to Vacate Building
Slifpf
TKa fllnvi
sraar
w pre ww Mtfal Wnrlca
mw
M

w

v

m

w

Offers the entire stock of Tin and Enamel waro, Wind Mill and Repairs, Pipe,
Casing, Cylinders, etc., Garden Hoes, Rakes, Sprinklers and Lawn Hose at a
sacrificing price. Some of this merchandise for less than wholesale cost.

Sale Starts Saturday, April 10th
You will have to come quick to get in on these great bargains as sale will only
last a short time.

The Clovis Sheet Metal Works
W. H. SIMMONS, Manager.

-

'

Next Door to Antlers Hotel

j

lucctintr after the annual election of
Directors us herein provided, except
that the directors chosen to serve urn
til the second Monday in January,
first nieetnK
1021, shall ut' their
choose und elect officers to serve and
act until tr- Second Monday in January, ti'il.
'lhe president and vice president
shull be elected by the directors from
theii'own number.
The office of secretary-treasure- r
shall be filled by one person und may
be selected by the Directors from the
stockholders of the corporation.
The board of Directors niny provide the president und other officers
of the Company with such assistant us
the Directors mav deem udvisuble.
IX.

The Board of Directors shall, at
their first meeting, muke and adopt
a full and complete set of
for the government of the corporation, setting forth the rights and duties of the stockholders and officers,
subject to the provisions of law regarding the riglits, duties and obligations of stockholders, officers and
The Board of Diof corporations.
rectors shall have the right to create
and fill different and other offices
than those provided herein should the
needs of the corporation require.
In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hands this 20th day of
March, A. D. 1920.
C. L. SULLIVAN.
BRUCE SULLIVAN.
E. GLENN SULLIVAN.
State of New Mexico, County of Cur-- :
ry, s.
Before me on this 26th day of
March, A. D. 1020, personally appeared C. L. Sullivan, Bruce Sullivan
and E. G. Sullivan, to me known to
be the persons described in and who
executed the. within and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me
that they executed the same as their
free act and deed.
In witness whereof, I have
set my hand and seal this 20th
day of March, A. D. 1W20.
JOE HEWETT.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Mv commission expires, August 13th,
1921.
ENDORSED
'
,
No. 10492
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7. Page 4.
Certificate of Incorporation of SULLIVAN MOTOR CORPORATION
(No Stockholders' Liability.)
Filed In office of State Corporation
Commission of New Mexico, Mar.
30, 1920, 10:30 A. M.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Compared JJO to EMA.
INDEXED.
State of New Mexico, County of Curry, ss.
I hereby certify that this Instrument was filed for record on the 5th
day of April, A. D. 1920, at 8:00
o'clock A. M and dulv recorded in
book; 1, page 282 of the records of
Art. of Inc., of said county.
W. C. ZERWEIt, County Clerk.
Bv Olir Devitt. Denutv.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
by-la-

STATE OP NEW MEXICO
State Corporation Commission

of

day of March. 1020.
C. L. SULLIVAN.
BRUCE SULLIVAN.
E. G. SULLIVAN.
State of New Mexico, County of Curry, ss.
Before me on this 20th day of
March, A.1 D. 1920, personally appeared C. L. Sullivun, Bruce Sullivan and E. G. Sullivan, to me known
to be the persona described in and
who executed the forcping instrument and acknowledged to me that
they executed the same as their free
act and deed.
(Seal)
JOE HEWETT,
Notary Public.
My commission expires August 13th,

New Mexico.

' Certificate of Comparison,

United States of America, State of
New Mexico, ss.
It is hereby certified, that the annexed is a full, true and complete

transcript of the
Certificate of Stockholder!'

y

of SULLIVAN MOTOR COR(No Stockholders'
PORATION,
Liability) (No. 10493.)
with the endorsements thereon, as
same appeal's on file and of record
in the office of the State Corporation
Commission.
In testimony whereof, the State
Corporati'.ri Commiwion of the State
of New Mexico has caused this certificate to be signed by its Chairman
and the seal of said Commission, to
be affixed at the Citv of Santa Fe
on this 30th day of March, A. D.
1920.
(Seal)
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
Chairman.
Attest:
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.

1921.

ENDORSED
No. 10493.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7, Page 4.
Certificate of
of Stockholders of SULLIVAN MOTOR CORPORATION (No Stockholders' Liability.)
Filed in office of State Corporation
Commission of New Mexico, Mar.
80,1920, 10:30 A.M.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Compared JJO. to EMA.
INDEXED.
State of New Mexico, County of Curry, ss.
I hereby certify that thla instrument was filed for record on the 6th
day of April, A. D. 1920, at 8:00
o'clock A. M., and duly recorded In
book 1, page 280 of the records of
Art. of Inc., of said county.
W. C. ZERWER, County Clerk.
By Ola Devitt, Deputy.

CERTIFICATE
OF NO STOCK
HOLDERS LIABILITY
We, the undersigned ineoriorators
of the Sullivan Motor Corporation,
Liability) pur(No Stockholders'
suant to section four, chapter 112, of
the 1917 session laws of the State of
New Mexico, do hereby certify, declare and state that there shall be no
stockholders' liability on account of
any stock issued by said corporation
and no stockholders' liability for unpaid stock shall attach to any stock
issued by said corporation.
In witness whereof, we have here- unto set our hands to this separate,
If its news The News wants
certificate, and have acknowledged
and subscribed to the same this 20th Phone us. No. 97.
i

j
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ANNOUNCING

The New Hotel

Clabaugh
FORMERLY GILLESPIE HOTEL

.

,

Rooms by day or week
An accomodating European Plan

A.

J. Clabaugh

.

E. D. Lenhord

reasonable rates.

J.R. White
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just tbt erme. All I wont to
.now is hew ir.uch I can depend en
.j I will know bow mucn to agree to
,.ay. The Aimer Davis refinery w be
omit at lrnliel'. is on the car.)
The f rsl Abner Davis drilling
outfit has r riven, tho crew uv on
the ground and the well start! at
once The svond and third Abner
i.;.n upu nn thfl WJV 1.0
i,i
k
The Abner Duvs
i'fiiiei m Wichita Falls has shipped
tfi.ilwr to ine iecui
.'.el oil for Ahi-nDavis refinery it
I.,.
Tin.
hurt Worth is supplying gusoluw and
distillate for pi'l;mg tho l'ccoi development. .And tins week will s.t
in cash mud 'Hit
il..,.,
' ili, Hi
by Aliner Duvis to close big deuii that
have been pemlnii'.
tot bit:
ssi
'"pi tin. hiirri p:ime
stakes for the consolidated syndicul-jso to
I um playing it on a
aeak, because the little money I put
out to hold this property was nut a
drop in tho bucket compared to tho
millions in potential values i um buio-lacquiring. This is on Abner Davis
trusteeship. This i3 the Consolidated
Syndicate deal. It is another Abner
Davis,
nlnn
Vnui minnu rnnies in to DUV
out and develop the great properties
tne um nine money .was nneu w
to tie up. You benefit by my risk in
the big results. Your money comes in
to develop the values and earn the
dividends and you snare an me way
thimiirh mill nn tho irround floor.
and thut's the reason why I can do
with a thousand dollars as much as
the cinch player can do with a million.
The name und fume of Abner Uuvis
hns spread wherever newspapers are
read, und that is why thoiiMunds ut
tliinnln U'in. nic
cmul i',tilllnnitiiil
their money to use they know action
counts, and that I play the game un
the square. The better the deal and
the bigger the profits, the quicker I
effer it to my friends.
you

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF TIIAH
Bell Well Throws Oil Over Derrick-Fl- ows
0
Barrels in an Hour Abner Davis
Plunged Just In Time

30

V
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TO WIN MILLIONS
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The lost Fastidious Epicure
Will here find everything suited to his taste.
THE MOST ECONOMICAL HOUSEWIFE
Will find her every want supplied at the lowest
prices consistent with satisfactory quality.
And with it all we guarantee you the best service
known to the grocery trade.

A.

I

4am

rrrrm

WHY BUY LAND IN
EASTERN NEW MEXICO?
1.

The

elimute

approaches

ideal.
2.

It is an

id(T!:l

For Sale Lot
Liebelt Addition.
than cost owner.
the enre Stute Bank,
homa.

No. 9, Elock 41,
$400.00 cash, less
Mrs. Thos. Flyland,
Collinsville, Okla-

place in which to

live.

e

I'honc 07 for job work of all kinds.

It is an ideal investment.
It is un exceedingly heulthy
country.
5. It's schools are union); the best.
6. It's churches are
7.
It's people are cultured and
happy.
8. It's free from mosquitoes at d
malaria.
9. It's towns are modern and models of Western push and pep.
10. It offers the greatest opportunities for an investment or a home.
11. .It's lunds arc cheap in price
and rich in plant life and will double
in value.
12. It will probably be one of the
real big oil fields very soon. Mutual
Messenger.

In the now famous Pecos Valey oil
fields for hi syndicate backers. The
Consolidated Syidicate now destined
to become one of ?he big cil concerns
of the country
duo to judgment and
nerve of organiser.
Two weeks ago 1 said I was juit
ne jump ahead of the big oil well at
Pecos. One week ago I told you to
plunge with me, that I was right.
Today I tell you to go your limit,
Tor proof comes that my plunge was
ight and that proof is only one jump
behind my big Pecos scoup.
Here is the one thing that you can
note down nowi Even after the Bell
well is proved the best shallow producer ever drilled in America and my
leases are perhaps Increased in values
millions of dollars, I do not withdraw
my offer from the market, boost the
price and then go back and rob my
friends and the public. , I started
out to do certain things because I
in what I was doing.. I started
out to make money for those who
wou'd help me, and new that all
chance seems to be removed, I am
ftill giving them that very same big
opportunity, ar.d the fac; that my
judgment is being backed up so soon
is all the more gratifying to me, because it mean that Consolidated Syndicate members will rejoice with me.
Out out of the first one hundred
oil men puling by, 1 can point out
ninety-ninwho have nude the big
killings in Texas look like ordinury
uanchers, drillers, cow punchers, laborers and truck drivers, with an ocr
boy among them.
casional
Half of these men arc uneducated and
luck a whole lot of being the kind of
millionaires you read about in the
society pages. But these" oil millionB
are to be had by the man with nerve
to rush in when the opportunity in

3.
4.

Curry County Horse and
Jack Men's Association

white-collu-

through the citing joints, running out
where gunny sacks. Imd been crammed
in to chut it off, I did not wait to see
the oil gush over the derrick or for
it to he put on the pump. If I hud
been there to buy the Bell well, that
is what I would huve waited for; but
I knew Dell would not sell this well
und 1 knew I did not even have money
enough to put up a respectable forfeit even if he would huve sold. I
knew that very day that the time for
me to act was then and I acted before
the sun went down. I kept busy until
long after midnight getting options,
buying property and luying out my
lines to control every acre possible.
When I went back to see the Bell
well brougt in, I went prepared to
make a picture of the gusher I felt
sure was to be opened up. When the
oil spouted high and the crowd shouted with joy, 1 was silent it did no
more than I expected but I was perhaps somewhat happy that I hud then
in my pocket the cream I went to get,
and I got it at prices prevailing before the doubters hud been shown.
My guess is that every barrel of oil
the Boll well flowed on that auspicious occasion enhanced the values i
had just acquired many thousands of

dolhn.
It w.'.s the nerve to plunge at the
light moment that put me in position

to win big stukes iuter when proof
"
comes thut my famous
advertisement, which appeared
in every big newspaper from lloston
to Sun Francisco, and from Tampu,
Moridn, to Winnipeg, the response
was the greatest that has ever greeted
any of my offers. Hundreds of telegrams have flooded my office for the
past seven days, and a stream of hundreds and thousands and tens of
thousands ane then tens of thousands have come by wire, speciul delivery and thousands more Joy every
"Plungc-With-Me-

muil.

RESULTS OF THE WEEK
The treinenduous success of my
world-wid- e
campaign of direct to the
people, money ruising through the
newspapers has placed at my disposal
a sum of money requiring sis figures
to express.
This remarkable result enabled me
to hold the acreage I want at 1'ecos
to immediately build our refinery at
Pecos to acquire other thousands of
acres of leases in Texas. The dream
I
of years is now being realized.
have ten thousand loyal financial supporters behind me who are ready to
finance me in any good undertaking.
This makes thut success certain and
it makes that success big and quick,
because I am equipped financially to
do the big things at the time when the
really big things are waiting for me.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Tho Association has adopted the ffercd.
These fools are the fellows who
following rules and regulations:
get the acreage in time, play the
(tame all over the field, start in when
BREEDING FEES
the wells start or even ahead of drill
For Stallions Breeding
Fees, ing, and then sell a part of their
holdings to the wise,
5.00 down, balance when
$15.00.
wise oil kings for a big profit and
colt stands and sucks. $20.00 to in- then play the game out for produc
sure living colt.
Due when colt tion to put them in the millionaire
It
class.
stands and sucks. Ten dollars for and income
open season, not to include more than don't take Wall street experts or
financiers of any other class to make
four leaps, or $7.50 a single leap.
money in ail.
Playing the oil game is like play
For Japks All Jacks $12.50, $2.50
down, bulance when colt stands and ing baseball. If it's a long fly ball
Save money on your building by sucks, or $15.00 to insure living colt. and a high wind, the player must go
FIRST GLIMPSE SUFFICIENT
letting A. Romero build of adobe, for Open season $10.00. $5.00 single after it from the crack of the bat;
he must keep on going. Judgment
I have spent thousands of dollars
information see A. Romero.
leap.
and nerve (guts) is needed to catch on geology. 1 have spent thousands
These rules must be applied to all the hard fly ball, and nerve and judg- more looking ut anticlines. When I
is tho real capital needed in oil. walked down the old irrigation ditch
as ubovc mentioned. Any mare when ment
It takes tho man with nerve judgsold or traded, the season is due and ment vision and one willing to pio which circled around the sand hill in
the Pecos valley busin and saw where
must be paid by parties who bred neer, nit the trnil day or night with the top had been scraped off both
the first report that a new strike is sides of a perfect anticline, and then
mare.
'
in sight.
saw an oil well spout its stream of
It's the man that is willing to take liquid gold that was drilled on this
BREEDING PLACES
E. E. Hickman, Horse and Jack, T a chance that has the only chance to structure, 1 did not wait for any
win big. A few dollars placed right,
miles north and 1 mile west of Clovis. at the right time, will make you more more geology or to see how much oil
this first well would make. Th's was
M.
1
Smith
Pipkin, Horse and Jack,
money in oil than in a lifetime of sav all the proof I wanted, and I am juat
ing and ton.
We are now feeding more
mile east of Claud.
as sure that a great deep gusher sand
will be struck as was Bell when he
Wilson Davis, Horse, 15 miles
people than at any time we
DECIDED PROMPTLY
started to prove his geological theory
,
north of Texico.
When I first saw the famous Bell by actually drilling this well.
have been in the restaurant
3 miles north well in the Pecos field with its light
Tom
Morris,
Jack,
business in Clovis. There li a
green oil bubbling and sputtering WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THAT?
and 2 miles west of Clovis.
reason for this. We are giving
L. E. Bradshaw, Horse and Jack,
our patroni the very beat
12 miles southwest of Clovis.
service and plenty of good
V. Tate, Horse and Jack, 10 miles
"What do you think of that?" These are the words of the girl at
northwest of Clovis.
things to eat
the Telegraph Office who read me the following telegrami
Tom Ross, Horse, Clovis, N. M.
Charlie Fields, Horse and Jack, 3
OPEN ALL NIGHT
milei south of Blacktower.
Pecos, Texas, April 3, 1920.
ABNER DAVIS,
new polWe have adopted
Wilson Davis, Horse and Jack, 12
Fort Worth.
icy of keeping our restaurant
miles north of Terico.
S. L. Baker, Hone, 2 miles west
open all night This will give
Ira J. Bell says three strokes of the pump this afternoon sent
and 2 miles and
south of
the wheat haulers a chance to
the oil over the derrick, f lowin g later at the rate of thirty barrels
Texico.
get something to eat no matter
an hour. Both tanks filled before well was shut off.
how late they are in getting in
PREMIUM ON COLTS
CHESTER R. BUNKER.
(Signed.)
We offer $75 for the best horse or
at night or how early they want
filly
regardless
colt,
mars.
of
$50
to get out in the morning.
for second. $25 for third. The same
premium will be offered for mule
It was not until after the telegram this new oil El Dorado of fortune-makin- g
colt.
the future Tampico oil
was delivered by messenger that I
Mr. N. W. Thompson has brought discovered the words, "Now what do fields of Texas.
Thousands of others everywhere in
to Curry County the best horses that you think of that," were the delighted
exclamation of the telegraph Texas and throughout the nation will
could be found which we believe is the surprise
girl, so I imagine that this is about be equally as well pleased as was the
best thing that could have been done the way the hundreds of wise fellows little lady at the (hone in the tele
Open All Night
in this country to start the raising of who stood off and said I will wait for graph office.
Just such tips as this
good stock. He has had thirty years the pump to tell the truth about the have been known to lead to fortunes
Bell well, feel now. Now that the before, and just such hunches as this
of experience in raising the best pump
been have guided many men of affairs to
has spoken. Ira Bell t
possibly
find. This vindicated, Pecos geology proven and the master stroke of their lives.
horses that he can
Mr. even Abner Davis,' hasty judgment
la what he offers ua today.
While this telegram did not sur
Thompson also has such faith as to backed up, the real big doings are on prise me it was no more than I ex
a
oil country.
in the
pected but it noes, nevcrthcles.1, in
give $50 as premium for the best
When the telegram was delivered crease the holding I have in value
horse or filly colt which has already it failed to contain tho surprise sent- several fortunes beyond which they
been paid to the secretary. He also ence "Now, what to you think of might have been valued yesterday.
$100 wired me today secures full
has a few of the highest class stal- that?" The fact that this girl was
sufficiently posted as to unconscious$1,000 mcmberrhip sharing in ilia
lions to be found for sale yet. See ly express such amazement gave me wholo consolidated syndicate leni-s- ,
him if interested.
the theme for writing this ad. The wells, nf'niry .id all d.,vvlopn."nl.
sharing of profUs u:d
We have ten in our association and fact that no many more people will with a 1'io-irbrought suddenly to a realization you also get a
e
lease as a
would be glad to have that many be
of what it means to find a real live, bonus, made tu you outright. If ym
more, so please come in, with us. The snorting, gushing, flowing oil well In
eirt wnt tl-- money, then wlri me
s
valley in the midst of you are rending it and I will
dues are only $2.50. If you wish to the
join, write the secretary, V, Tate, a stretch of a thousand miles where
not a commercial well has ever been
Clovis, New Meqico.
found before, means possible millions
Yours for best wishes in raising to me and my syndicate associates,
who are following my lead by getting
better stock.
in on the ground floor with me on
cinch-playin-

Real Service!

one-ha-

lf

0gg& Boss Cafe

j--

.

shoe-strin-

yoip

pro-rat-

PRIVILEGES CIVEN YOU
If you reserve the Conuolidutu Syn
dicate membership und pay $100 cash
e
you get a
lease as a bonus.
I he bimiio rule ttpplics whether $20U
caeh or tiny amounts you get the.
ncre bonus with cuch $20.
fivc-ucr-

v

man-to-mu- n,

proiii-snarm-

g

IMPORTANT
It is 'important for you to know
und fully understand that you aro ab- kolutely and entirely trusting to my
judgment und honesty in this matter.
iou ure furnishing the money to
puy for everything I buy as well as
ull the expenses in connection with
this syndicate and the properties that
we acquire and the developments that
we muy curry forward.
You are also to allow me to share
to the extent of 25 per cent in thie
syndicate in compensation for my
sei vices and time in organising sumo
I am giving you the benefit of my
experience and the very best that is
in me to make a wonderful success.
shall be fair,oncn und truthful
with you and give you all your money
can possibly be expected to buy. I
am going to conduct tho business'
to lie la st of my ability and I
am going to he-you posted as to
levelopinciits und the things I am
1

hon-cid- ly

I

doing.
EASY TERiVlS
can pay $20 cash and $20
NOTICE
monthly until you pay $100, or you
The Consolidated Syndicate is a
can puy the whole ll)0 eush and resep'irate and definite syndicate thut
ceive full membership.
will be eompovi'd of those who become its members and the amount of
C ACRES FilEE
The bonus of five acre on each money .t will have to operate which
y
be given on depends upon the number of members
$100 paid in,
ilvj money paid in during the first wlio join. The amount of the proper
al.-tdepends upon
I'O days, becuuse it will be impoHsible tv we will'ucquire
for me to secure the acreage with the amount of money that is furnished
is
and
this
the thing I um usking
which to make good this 'bonus late r
than 30 days from now, for the sim- you to tell me now
ple reason that during the tint thirty HOW MUCH
MONEY WILL YOU
davs I nui.-- t know what money will
FURNISH?
be uvuilable during the first ninety
All money will go into making th
days to secure my acreage options.
Price are advancing so rapidly that Consolidated Syndicato the greatest
it will be out of the question to gi t of all my undertakings along these
lines and every member will shuro in
a n acre anywhere near drilling operevery dollar of the tesults according
ations even ut $'S0 cash per acre.
I know you ami
know how you to the amount furnished.
It is my purpose to make this my
foul
yes, 1 know you are sore, but
you niev just blame yourself for us last new offerinf und I am sure it
I am giving you will be bip enough to enable mo to
ing bad judgment.
do ull the things I huve set out to,
the one reul opportunity to get even
The loser ulwuys wants to get even, accomplish, and I urn sure it will be
big producer of results that wa
and I would like to be the means of the
pulling ull you losers out of the hole have ull been waiting to grasp.
Join with me now or never if you
Come on while you can: one more
finul chance may pull you out and lay wunt to get in on the ground floor at
the foundution for a competency in the very beginning of a great develold age to take cure of your needs opment campaign in the future great
when the rainy day conies. You can't oil field of Texas.
win in the oi game by staying out
ON THE CROUND FLOOR
simply because some crook swindled
If you are going into the oil busiyou in worthless stocks, or bemuse
some honest incompetent did not have ness you must depend upon someone.
the nerve or ability to stick and make When you join hands and dollars with
good. This is the $1,000 to $1 oppor ine you huve but one to depend upon.
tunity to win take it now or regret I have no loop holes and will never
Inter.
Remember, you cm get in try to fhift renponsibility. You cun
now whilt this syndicate is forming take me at my word, play th'J game
just as cheap as before the Bell well with me as oil men play it on honor
upyet the done of the skeptics and and on the ground floor.
quitters. My friends continue to buck BONUS OF 5 ACRES WITH
EACH
me because I have ulwuys given them
$100
the best there is, iou play with me
This Consolidated Syndicate deal
man to mun on the ground floor or
will give you 5 acres of oil, gas and
not at all.
mineral rights for ench hundred
you invest.This lease will be
OPTION
The only reason I can agree to give made in your name, properly assigned
you an acre lease as n bonus with so you can place the same on record
each $20 cu?h you pay in is because
handle it in the future as you
I tied up this acreage early when it and,
was to be had cheap. The money I would any other property. The only
can raise in the first 30 days will expense to you hereafter will be $1.00
enable me to exercise the options and per year for the life of the lease, until
contracts to purchase the acreage ne- oil is produced, then of course,
there
cessary to make good tho bonuses, but
I cannot agree to furnish the bonus will be no further rental to pay.
The success of this mammoth Conacreage on membership reservations
that are sent in later than during this solidated Syndicate is assured. It will
30 days.
go over and no doubt be largely oversubscribed, just as waa the Inside
RESERVATION
Listen: Her is the thing for you to Syndicate. If your money cannot bo
used it will be promptly returned.
do
You can reserve your membership Wire me the amount to put you down
now.
for send the money by wire, draft
You can make a payment on same, or money order.
You

can-onl-

1

dol-lu- rs

-

RESERVATION

C. N.

ABNER DAVIS, Trustee,
Consolidated Syndicate,
81 3 Throckmorton

St., Fort Worth, Texas.

Count on me for$
and will send
a
a full

I am enclosing

$.

more within 30 days. I am to share on
basil with all othort and you are to look after my
interests until otherwise instructed.
$

pro-rat-

I also want

trans-Peco-

mil)

$20 or $100, then I will know how
many members will be in the Consolidated Syndicate and I can take ad
vantage of my options and definitely
secure tho acreage to cover the bonus,
of one acre for cuch $20 you are to
puy in cash.
This will give you the full member
a
inship give you the full
terest in all the Consolidated Syndicate holdin.Ts und profit and in addi
tion thereto givo you the five-acr- e
bonus on eadi hundred dollars you
agree to pay In cash whether you pay
ull cash or take the easy terms.
I will not nirreo to furnch the bon
us Icitici on mer.iborchips roierved
after 30 days.

acres at a bonus which you will make out

in the name I am enclosing.
Name

.

Address

ta

five-acr-

trans-Peco-

r

(irro'i

FnrtT

nirTake all

Will atop that bad odor.

the to renege out of your feet, and
makes you feel cool. "
" '
For tale at the SHOE BQvr,

Curry County Horse and
Jack Men's Association
E. E. HICKMAN, President
V. TATE, Secretary.' -

Date.

pr-jU-

ARf JFR IIAVIS
UIIUIU)

Trustee Consolidated Syndicate
12

Throckmorton Street, Fort Worth, Tevw

P. S. The man who Vnows what he is looking for and after year of search finds U and the don't act does not deserve aay reward. Geology
has ben proven with a real oil v. .!!.. I got ia early and ta a big way. If Ibis doe mot constitute a fortune making chaaee, then I don't knew
"
'
what one would want from w'jicb to row rich,- '

."

'
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for two years.

j

Among tho many equipments that
GRADY SCHOOL NOTES
4
were ordered for Grady school long
months ago, were some dainty little
prize cards or booklets, which in the
Mr Rhoton'i straightforward and primary department are to be awardas usual beneficial remarks Monday ed as prizes during tho final twelve
marning were devoted in the main days c. tho'term to the twelve most
pupils.
to the three essentials of success in zealous and
These twelve will be further honored
every walk of life namely, agoniic,
by being presented with cundy. This
organize and vitalize. These, as Mr. method is to be
used chiefly as an inKhoton clearly illustrated, aie espec- ducement to diligt-mand commendially applicable to the school.
able conduct.
The annual election of school diThe eighth grade pupils have been
rectors was held Monduy, April 6th. engaged in thut judicious labor which
Great interest and lively competition ever
an examination, prewas evinced among voters and candi- paratory to be in readiness for the
dates. From a large number of can- State Examination tests which will be
didates Mr. C. A. Grau was elected to given April ,15, and 10, and which
at
office for a 'crm of threo years, Mr, Grady school will be superintended by
Mulhair, the driver of the school truck Mr. Rhoton.

'
Mr. Harmon, who is to be an as- sistant in the Grady bank, arrived
recently from Melrose and is now
mingling Wh the young peoplo of the
G ady community in their social ac
tivities.

clare themselves vanquished from the
standpoint of the athlete, but not in
spirit, for they played well their part
and put up a good fight. It now remains for the Curry boys to break
the existing tie between themselves
and the Claxtons and to forge uhcad.
The coal bin has again been replenished.
While although It seems that
spring is here, we wleh ro safeguard
against the treacherous weather.
"he Methodist revival, meeting has
been postponed until tho close of
school.
This meeting will begin May
0th, at which time some new members
will be baptised by immersion.
Olga Carter, a Pupil.

Grady citizens were glad Indeed to
welcome Mr. Hawk and family back
into their midst last week. Mr. Hawk
also did not fail to exhibit his former
interest in the school, as he paid a
visit, accompanied by his vivactous
little daughters, two of whom were
pupils of this school in times past.
The girls' basketball teams of the
Curry and Claxton societies played
the last of a scries of games Friday
which
resulted in the
afternoon
We will take in your second hand
triumph of the Claxton girls. The
score standing 6 to 0. This being the furniture In exchange for new goods.
second time the Claxtons have proved Clovis Furniture and Undertaking
to be victorious, the Curry girls de Company.
.

f

day.

CAMERON NEWS

Lester Davis
Harry Woods.
The Burnett-Johnsto- n
threshing Sudan
idson and J. L.
Buck Leach is

spent Sunday with

machine is
seed for T. W. DavHammons this week.
managing the engine
for J. Z. Islcr's machine while he is
threshing maize this week.
Rev. T. M. Jordan preached at New
Hope Sunday. He announced an- appointment for the second Sunday in
May at New Hope.
Several from here attended Mr.
White's sale Thursday.
Van Whitaker, Ike Baker and Buck
Leach made a trip to San Jon Mon
-

J. C. Woods is on the sick list tiu
week.
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Jordan ani
Arlena made a trip to Clovis Saturday.
Winnie Dethrage helped Mrs. Cameron cook for thresher hands the f isrt
of the week.
The Bnncy machine is threshing
maize for Mr. Cameron.
Jess Burnett moved to Clovis hut
week. He is doing carpenter woric
there.
J. Hinus and

B. Baker with their
familios moved here from Kentucky
last week. They will live on E. W.
Leach's farm in the house vacated
by Rev. Rodgers.
S. J. Lobban traded his truck foe
a tractor at Clovis last week.

TO BUY

A

eou

AMPASAS

J 131
TOE PJEat WOMDER OF TEJtf
A Few Acres Yet

Do You Know

We Print Below A List Of Those Who Have
In Clovis.
Already Bought In This Great Promising Field

To-Sel-

l

These Folks?

The following business men and ladle of Clovii, own oil and fas' leae in Lam-pu- u
County, Taaas, and i on tho him structure as tho onet of farad for sale in this
d, according to I ha opinion of tho geologist i. A. W. Skarda, A. L. Gurley, W. D.
Suthorlin, Cash Ramey, Mia L. E. Kendall, John H. Barry, C. W. Singleton, A. J. '
Rodoa, J. C. Nelton, C. A. Scheurich, W. A. Havener, W. B. Cramer, Chaa. E. Dennis,
S. J. Boykin, Stewart Overton, Cua Bryan, W. H. Duckworth, Dr. Clyn Smith, C.
Jackson, R. E. Rowella, A. B. Austin, S. P. Kuykendall aniL. C. Petree, and we refer
you to them at to their views on tho proposition.

Almost Sure To Win
All of the above who have inveated in the Lampasas Field are successful business
folks, and as a rule do rot make bad in'ostmenta, and one of tho beat geologists known
to the Texas "Oil Fraternity" aaya that they have made, wise investments when they
put tbeir money in these leases. This geologist it Mr. Jack Lynch, who says that he
Is convinced that the drills hers will open up a great oil pool there that will maka
Burk Burnett, Ranger and all others to date blush when i comes to capacity, ami
Wild-eat- )
you can still buy these leases as long as they last at what you might call
is
well
to.
starting
test this
White's
Mr.
whers
derrick
tho
near
few
lelt
plces, Just a

'

land.

A 3 To

1

Offer

An offer of throe times what their leases cost them was submitted to Judge
Havener two weeks ago for the acreage owned by Clovis people. The! offer came from
unanimously
oao of the big operating companies down thero, and the folks bore
greed not to sell.

What Others Have Done, Why Not You?
other companies came with their drills," he.
45 Acres at Burk .Bring which
said. "They struck oil and made my lease more
My original investment was luck, too.
valuable.
$3,500,000
was a sucker
The man selling the lease thought-BAD WEATHER PREVENTS COMPLETION OF
SKY LINE WELL BEYOND PROVEN FIELD
Special to the News.
Wichita Falls, Texas, Nov. 21. Word has been
received from J. L. Stanley, beal oil operator and
former Burkburnett farmer, that he has sold 45
Acres in the Burkburnett extension field to an Eastern syndicate for three and a half million dollars,
or over $70,000 per acre. The denl included three
tracts and one 15 acres, all with considerMr. Stanley has been ?h New
ably production.
York for the last week on this deal. -

"Sucker" in Oil Game for $133
Now Worth $700,000
From tho St. Louis
J. C. Phillips, for 10 years a traveling salesman
for the Hamilton Brown Shoe Co., came .to St.
Louis from his home in Fort Worth, Texas, yesterday to resign, explaining to otf icials of the company
that this' was necessary that he might devote his
attention to his oil interests, which he says are now
worth more than $700,000.
Phillips, in discussing his good fortune, said he
was calling on a customer in Ranger, Texas, in
September, 1917, when the man told him of a third
interest in a eae of 100 acres of undeveloped oil
land which was far sale. He bought the lease for
$133.33.
h.

.

and I thought so, too, for I'd already sunk more than
$1000 in oil stock which never brought in wells."

$6,000,000 Oil Deal Closed
COMPANY BUYS LAND IN DE5DE-MOA FIELD
The Parry Oil Co. has purchased several larpc
tracts of oil land in the Desdemona field for $6- 000,000, officers of the company have announced.
One of the tracts purchased has 10 producing
wells on it. Among the properties purchased are
interests in the production of such famous gushers
as tho Warren Wagner No. 1, on the Terry farm,
and the Beaver Valley No. 2. The transaction also
involves several other good wells.
H. C. Parry of Desdemona is president of the
company. It's officers and directors are mow of
the oldest oil men in Texas.
PARRY

Pays $100,000.00 For One Acre
in Burkburnett
What Is said to be one of the highest prices ever
for acreage in the Burkburnett fifld was
reached today, when the Eastland Oil ft Refining
Company of Dallas, sold an acre of land in-- block
86 to some New Yark interests for more than
paid

$100,999.

Texas Oil Ledger, Nov. 22, 1919.

e

THEY ALL OWNED LEASES

Nothing Spared To Find It
Judge Havener spent about 60 days of bis timb and about $1,000.00 of bit money
seeking out this new field, and bo bad with him torn of tbo best geologists that money
undeveloped pool, thJ
can biro, and after all had agreed as Is tho center of tbit big!
sine
and
leases,
tbst lima otbsrs bavo
buy
bis
to
begsn
snd
Judgs ssttlsd down thero
gotten wise and tho ruth is now on for tho acreago.

Tho above and many other Instances will prove tbit ttatsment. Many big fortunes have been made in oil in Texas
oil fields from an oil lease.
Tho Nation's greateat weekly, tho Saturday Evening Post,' tent one of the world's roost famous writers, Albert W.
At wood to the New Tesas oil field to write a series of stories of conditions there. Mr. Atwood told of fortune after
fortune made at Rabgar and Burkburnett. Ho told of bow people who had spent a lifetime in poverty suddenly became
RICH over night because they owned a few acres of land in these fields. And in all three articles by Mr. Atwood
wore these ttoriet of wealth and at the bottom of ovary fortune was an OIL LEASE,

ONLY TWO WAYS TO OBTAIN WEALTH

White To Drill
fields,
Mr. C. H. White, one of the most successful oil operatori in tbo Tesat
the tract we are tolling, and bo has
owns quits a bit of land and leaset adjoining
already erected a big Standard derrick to drill, and this man Joes not set a drill until
paid geologists who bsvo tuecostfully tot his, drills
tho location has been made by his
fields
in the past, which netted him enormous stmt ofi,
other
gold
in
liquid
over tho
be good business to Invest a small amount
would
It
think
money So don't you
very
little at present, but if this (well hits, snd
you
l
where
drill
his
.
- w
you
acres,
u
or
banDon to own 10
tj ou "
bo-si-

No man can earn a fortune at his daily labor, he can only make a living. Thete are only two avenues to wealth,
had
one is to INHERIT, tho otber is to INVEST, and if ydu have no rich relation to leave you plenty of wealth,
bettor begin to look for good investments, and remember that more millionaires have been made in Texas oil fields in,
the past two years, than any other one industry ever known, tho Cold Fields of California and Alaska not excepted,
and tho development in Texas for oil has only begun, and riches aro awaiting all who buy leases ahead of tbo drill over
the oil.

.JUST A FEW

A FEW ACRES

DAYS-A- ND

.

Thero is only about 2500 acres of these leaset to bo sold in Clovis and they have limited us to time in which to sell
them so we mutt close them up fast, and those who come f irst will nave their pick of tho tracts to bo sold, so you bad
bettor come early and select your trct.

See any of the following gentlemen, who will be glad to explain, and make your assignment
L. J. 1Y1UK 1 UfN
J. w. HUtyjLK
A. J. ERICKSON
W. D. SUTHERLIN
or come to the of fice of

NEW FIELD OIL LEASE and REALTY COMPANY.
Phone 26

205

1--

2

S. Main

,
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STATE Oil. LEASES
ARE HELD VALID

Time 1T0 Brighten Up

Judge Sam Bratton of this city
of Ncal vs. Barker involving the validity of the state
leases for oil and gas, has decided
the case in favor of the contestce
and upholding the validity of the
who heard the case

leases.
The decision in substance upholds
the state land commissioner and the
position
taken heretofore with
respect to oil and gas leases issued
by him.
This decision will materially affect
the development throuKhout the state
of New Mexico, as there has been
some question raised, especially by
people livinnr outside the state relative
to
of state leases and
there has been considerable prupa-- l
ganda to the effect that the lenses
were not valid.
The synopsis of the opinion follows :
First: That the status of the land
under the grants of 1808 and 1910
are practicully the same and any limitations upon one will be good upon
the other.
Second : That congress has a right
to make limitations relative to the
disposal of 'lands granted to a state
.
by it.
Third: That congress has granted
to the state of New Mexico only
lands and expressly declared
them to be
and the clear
listing of the secretary of the interior
of the lands as
fixed the
status of the lands, in so far as the
United States is concerned, as
Innd, and 'hat therefore, the
provision of the enabling act relative
to
.i
of state lands before
lensirfg, does not apply to lessee for
oil and gas purposes.
Fourth: That even though congress
hud intended that the provision for
advertising lenses to apply to oil and
gas leases, that the leases made by the
at'nte land commissioner for a period
i
of five years are good for such
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Eye Troubles are Needless

Troubles
you arc "liiiyin": a
yeiir own fault.
IF

lime" with your eyes, i'

is

We have an expert who will gladly jjive you advice
ahoiit your eyes.
C ime in

and see us.

We fit glasses
KVK COMFORT.
(

perfects and

AliKOIA'TK

'rices reasonahle.
)ur I KWKL1J V will please your eye.
, Our WORD is our BOND

Denhof Jewelry Co.

I

i

.

bit of furniture that will add to the appearance
as well as the comfort of the home. Our line was
never more complete and remember that the quality
of the furniture we sell is there a long time after the
some

price is forgotten.

Dont the Spring dust storms remind you that you
would like to have a HOOVER Vaccum Cleaner?
We will gladly demonstrate them.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.

The effect of the third point decided by Judg'.' Bratton would seem to ho
that the only limitation upon thr
land commissioner i" making oil am'
gus leases is the limitation by our
own state statute, and Mint leases for
five years and so long thereafter, sj
long as oil and gas is found, will h
food for the lungth of time thut it i:
produced in commercial quantities.

Quality Home Furnishers
JOHNSON BROS.

NOTICE

!

.

i

PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
April 10 1020.
Notice is hereby given that, as directed by the Commissioner of the
oenerai uinil office, under provi
sions of Sec. 2t.").ri, R. S., pursuant
to the application of William U.
Serial No. 018.r!).'l, we will offer at public sale, to the highest bidder, but at not less than $5.00 per
acre, at 2 o'clock P. M., on the 20th
day ot May, next, at this office, the
following tract of land :
NK'i SW'4, Sec. 2!), T. 4 N., R.
35 E N. M. P. M.
The sale will not be kept open,
but will be declared closed when
those present at the hour named have
ceased bidding. The person making
the. highest bid will be required to
immediately pay to the Receiver. the
amount thereof.
,
Any person claiming adversely the
d
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
W. R. McGILL,
Register.
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i
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above-describe-

i

Chess Grain

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATOR AND NOTICE
TO CREDITORS.

the civil docket of said court, and that
A. W. Hockenhull, whose business address is Clovis, New Merico, is the
attorney for the plaintiff; th".t the
general objects "of said suit are to
ohtiiin a decree of divorce against
you by the plaintiff and the permanent cure and custody of your two
said children, Ralph Dean Ray and
Cladis Hay; that unless you appear,
answer or plead in said cause on or
before the 28th day of May, 1!I20,
the plaintiff will taka judgment by
default against you. '
Witness my hand and seal of court
this nth day of April, 1920.
(Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk.

Of course the government officials
know their business, but wouldn't it
have been 'better to take the ccnsils
before wood alcohol became a popu'jr

,

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT

Dan-nell-

fry

comes the housewife always finds that she needs

per-iod-

JEWELERS AND OPTOMETERISTS
A. T. & S. F. WATCH INSPECTORS

Ask Me
About the
Nifty

Spring is here and it is a good time to brighten
up the home. When spring house cleaning time

Tremblay's Tailor Stop
202 South Main St.

Phone 450
For Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing.
Tailoring and Alterations our Specialty

'

Will soon ho equipped with I he latest
cleaning and pressing machinery.

beverage?

'

LISTEN

You

men who have to

sir your shoes from Saturday night
til Monday morning to get the odor
out. One box of Baker's Foot Ease
will stop all that trouble.
For sale
at Shoe Shop.

Work Called For and Delivered
The News gives all the news and is only $1.50 per year.

In the Probate Court of Curry CounIn

SE ED

MA

Mr. Farmer, Do You Want
To Increase Your
Maize Yield
Let us send you a sample of our Avoudalc Maize
and tell vou all about it. Avondalc Maize is all the
rage in Arizona, and it produces too. Been head sp- lected six years first prize Arizona State Fair six
times.

'

ty, State of New Mexico,
the matter of the estate of

R. B.

Bell, deceased.
Notice is hereby given that letters
of administration on the estate of R.
B. Boll, deceased, were granted to
the undersigned by the Probate Court
of Curry County, State of New Mex(S)
ico, on the 10th day of April, 1920.
All persons having claims against
said estate are required to exhibit
the same to the undersigned for. allowance, within twelve (12) months
after the date of this notice with necessary vouchers, or they will be forever precluded from any benefit of
said estate; or, said claims may be
filed with the Clerk of said Probate
Court.
Dated this 10th day of April, 1920.
A. J. BELL,
;ltc
Administrator.

The Bank You Can Depend On

m
You can always depend on the bank that maintains a friendly
business relationship with its customers through careful and conscientious attention to their interests, whether large or small.
You need not feel any hesitancy about approaching us with'
your first small deposit. This bank is made by the people who
deposit money in it.
We make loans on either real estate or chattel mortgage security. Cattle loans our specialty.

!

w

Write for free sample and planting instructions
'

today.

NOTICE OF SUIT

State of

Arizona Seed and Floral Co.
Box 786

F. C. McNabb

Phoenix, Ariz,

New Mexico to Charles B.
Ray, Greeting:
You are hereby notified that a suit
has been filed in the District Court
of Curry County, New Mexico, by
Nannie Hay, plaintiff, against you as
defendant .In cause, numter
on

m

Citizen's Bank of Clovis
"THE FARMER'S FRIEND"

m
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RANCHVALE NEWS

FARN

We will all be glad when summer
comes and the sand ceases to blow.
Didn't have much Sunday School Sunday on account of the weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hall returned
home last week from Oklahoma where
they have been visiting for several
weeks. I suppose George was glad as
he has been batching all that time.
We, would like to know if Mattie
has already forsaken Ranchvalc?
Misses Ethel Bell, Willie Long and
Alma Mouser, Mr. Ike Vcasey and
Uelmer Mouscr called on Misses Roxie
and Mary Smith Friday evening.
The evening was spent in candy mak-

ft

The new at its best
in shoes wholly

comfortable

Should you need some money, remember, us for
your farm loans.

ing.

In their fashioning the new models
of the Red Cross Shoe are distinguished.
No extravagant oddity, no
fashion whim b in the whole
display. But those modes which
interpret the new in distinctive
manner, whose vogue is assured,
are here in splendiuarray.
Each has the famous "bends with
your foot" sole there's assurance of perfect comfort in that!
And they're so carefully nindo
that the day is fur, far distant
when you'll lay aside the model
of your choice.
We suggest that you come in
soon while our showing is still

Helen, the little daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Groves, is very sick
at this writing.
Mr. Delmer Mouser left last Sun
day morning for St. Louis, Mo., where
he will spend several weeks going to

Quick ervice

school.
Mr. Joe Hale and family, George
Hull and Miss Alma Mouser and Noah
Mouser took dinner with L. C. Smith

'

complete.

The prices bring you the utmost
value they range from

A. Wiedmann
Shoe Repairing a Specialty

V"

m

m

and family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. D. I. Barnett motored
to Clovis Saturday.
Misses Roxie Smith and Alma
Mouser made a trip to Clovis Sunday
morning.
Where does Lee spend his Sundays
now? Docs anyone know?
Mr. Raymond Buchannan called on
Miss Ethel Kelly Friday evening.
Miss Lallie Cohorn cpent Saturday
night with Miss Alma Mouser.
Mr. W. C. Mouser has been very
busy threshing the past week.
Mr. J. A. Eller is the new mail
carrier on Route A.
We all like the new costumes, don't

not wanting a loan just now, but possiIf you-arbly will either want one in the future or increase the
one you have at present, write us or drop in when in
town and let's talk the matter over.
e

we?
Miss

Gladys Groves and Jack
Groves made a trip to Clovis Sunday
SHU FLY.
morning.
Some girls will not trust a man
very far or near.

aker

Lots of people will surely get to
heaven, if they die on Sunday.

of
A Coras
a

You will always find our office open from 7:00 A.
M. to 6:00 P. M.

There is seldom' anything wrong
with a man's home if he has sense
enough to let his wife run it

3
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is ready to advise you on any belting problems you
may have. We are the representatives of the Goodyear Tire and Belting Co., and are ready at all times
to secure expert advice for you f rom thdir Engineer
ing Department. Our stock will supply every size

About
i vi Gone

We also have the Wingfoot brand hose, the best
money can buy. Why not start your garden this
month. Fence your garden now while you can get

it won't last much longer.

See Our Electric Washing Machines
at $105

Roberts-Dearbom-

e

Hardware Co.
,

Your Money Back if You Want It

BUY

-U

w

a

ltd
VT1

,9
0;

belt you may need.

the wire

ros. Agency
Clovis, N. M.

Be sure you are right, and you arc
almost sure to feel that everybody
else is wrong.

The News gives all the news and is only $1.60 per year.

.
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Real Ectate of any kind,

thousands of
tram
womanly trouble, have,
been benefited by the use
of Cardul, the woman's
tonic, according to tetter
we receive, simitar to this
one front Mrs. Z.V.Spetl.
olHayne.N.C "1 could
not stand on my feet, and
Just suffered terribly,"
she says. "As my suffering was so great, and
be had tried other remehad us
dies, Dr.
Cardul. . . 1 began
Etproving, and It cured
me. 1 know, and my
doctor knows, what Car-d- id
did for me, for my
nerves fend health were
about gone."

Many
women

suffering

1

We have from the

smalt!

SEE
and

US.

cheap-i- t

house to the best and highest
priced house intbe city, together witk
ail

kinds

of

terms... Fame

and

Reaches of every

kind and every

when, ranging

price from

Is.

$1.25-pe-

acre to $100.00 per acre.

i

mi

New Mexico Land; OU &
Cattle Co.

TAKE

FOR 12 YEARS!

The Woman's Tonic

1

She writes further!
am in splendid health. . .
can do my work. I feel I
owe ittoCardui.forlwas
In dreadful condition."
If you are nervous, rundown and weak, or suffer
from headache, backache,
etc, every month, try
Cardul. Thousands of
women praise this medicine for the good It has
done them, and many
physicians who have used
Cardul successfully with
their women patients, for
veara. endorse this medi
cine. Think what It means
to be In iDlendid health
like Mrs. Spell. Give
Cardul a trial.

AUDresgisk

RELIABLE

1

RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

PRIVATE AMBULANCE

j

Magic City For. & Undertaking Co. I

N

JOaHSOM BB03.

Dr Flow Sll

' ' El;M Pioii

3
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Ban

10

a

55c

bar....

Pnlmolive Soap, per

Wild Rose Soap, per bar

TO)

iQ

'Crystal White Soap

Van Camp's Milk
.Se
can... .

Buby size, per

limit 12 cans to purchase

Offers groceries at the following prices for

'

10c

NEWS, THURSDAY, APRIL IB, 1920.

Ai

aW

10c

CLOV1S

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, April 15, 16, 17
FLOUR

CANNED GOODS,

Hell of Wichita, 00 His.
Bell of Wichita,' 50 lbs.
Bakers Pride, 100 11)8.
Bakers Pride, 50 lbs.

SHORTENING-

-

Cudahy's "White Ribbon Compound, large
pail
$2.25
Crisco, 6,1b. pail
$1.95
Cottolenc, large pail
$2.65

f

large pkgs. Post Toast ies
Life of Wheat, per pkg.
3 large tubes Atlas Oats

55c
40c
38c
27c

Sugar

IB

t

2

pkgs. X. B. C. Premium Craekers.35c
pkgs X. B. C. Premium Crackers
$1.00
lb. X. B. C. Sodas
$1.40

7.

DRIED FRUITS
25 lb. box
0
Prunes
Figs, '.) pounds for

com-

Sultana Baisins,

:

TAi0

W. of for

quality

I,1

ach

broom of .ood

ttraw, weight 2H poundi,

.

1

65c

(

J

LOCUST GROVE
.

,

We have certainly been experiencing borne sand storms.

ll

preach.
CROSS

EYED JAM'

Sunshine Soap Powder, large pkg
Sopade, 3 pkgs. for
Pearline, 3 pkgs. for.
Cold Dust, l) pkgs. for

SCHOOL NOTES

c0

1

PHONE
moct.ng of

b0n

huS

122 N.

49

Ljtcrary

Plnl

or at

r

MAIN

35c
25c
25c
25c

door south P.O.

SWEET POTATOES
.

18 poundi for

$1.00
$3.00

PHONE 52

iwwwmww mummuunimmmmmmmnmmmnmmmmtm

miiawaswaaMaBaaaaaa

leust two weeks. Of courae, we will
'lave more time to practice and will
have our parts better, so be sure and
get reRdy to come and enjoy your-

p?ATONIC
iZa (ToiTyour

ACttfST OMAHA

nstantly relieves Heartburn, Bloated Gn Feeling. Stops food souring,
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
.
Hnma
urf eppttlla.
AM.
E t. TON If thu brt rrmrt Tubs ' lhco
uiilvuoUaciinJ
rn) woiriorfulir Iwiwlltwl.
uuriu,tl
''''ly
or iw m l t' u".
toi.imir will rfnd money. Gutltol
(

.

'

Insist On Genuine Ford Parts
Imitation "Ford" parts arc being sold by lnmy mail ordor houses, down-tow- n
stores and garages to. unsuspecting Ford owners as "Ford" parts. Hut
they are not (lenuinc Ford parts made by the Ford Motor Company. They are
made by concerns who have no connection whatsoever, with the Ford Motor
Company. These imitation parts are not even made from the same grade of
steel, or under the same fonnr.las used, by the Ford Company. They art; counterfeit parts. Tests have shown them to break 'wheiy the genuine Ford parts
to one hundred per cent lower
didn't even bend, and they arc from thirty-fiv- e
in quality.
.

,

The authorized Ford Dealers are your protection. As such, we handle nothing but the (Jcniiiiie Ford parts. They are made from the famous Ford Vanadd
ium Steel and each part according to its use is
in the way that
w ill give it the longest wearing qualities. Kvery part is the same as its original
in your Ford car or Ford truck.
Our stock of parts is complete. And our Ford'garagcs and Ford mechanics
are at your services at all times. Drive in to our garage when replacements or
repairs for your Ford car may be necessary. Save your car and also your money.
heat-treate-

Jones & Lindley
Agents
OPERATING HIGHWAY GARAGE

!

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
Clovii, N. M.

'

THE UNiVE&SAL CAR

v

On account of the meeting which is
heing held by the Methodist church

1

--

50 poundi for

The Price Is The Thing

lucrtiou Vlwl.ijr and

BELLVIEW

JL

$8.35

WASHING POWDER

i

Mrs. Barto Osborne visited Mrs. self. The new school building is so
nearly completed that we are almost
Sam Randol Wednesday.
sure of being able to have the meetThe trustee election was held at ing in
it.
the school house Monday. Mr. Ira
The girls formed the "Try Out
W. Tayior was elected.
Club." The object of this club is
Two of Mr. John Russcl's brother-i- n to try out new .games and the peals
laws visited him this week and a of laughter that come ringing from
few of the neighbors went ta Mr. the play ground they are surely
Haden Jennings' Wednesday night "trying out" same good ones.
and had singing.
The boys are interested in baseball
Mr. Orman Landon had the misfor now. Round and round the diamond
tune of having his car run Into Sat- they go.
urday and torn up to some extent.
The Freshmen" received their penMr. and Mrs. Price Crume spent nant last week, but when they tried
the tiight with Mr. and Mrs. Sam to fly it they were unsuccessful for
Randol Friday night.
just as soon as they got it to flying
Mr.
Barto Osborne's uncle, Mr. they themselves began to try to take
Colwell is lwn visiting him this week. it down.
Tiie following pictures are being
There wasn't any Sunday school or
singing Sunday on accaunt of the studied: "First Step," and "Anbclus,"
"
by Millet is being studied by the
weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Owens ate dinner fifth and sixth grade.
"A Member
with Mr. and Mrs. Russell Saturday. of the Humane Society," by Landseer
There was a party at Mr. Curry's is being studied by the third and
Friday night.
fourth grade. "The Dance of the
Mrs. Ruth' Wiggins called on Mrs. Nympths" by Corot is being studied
by the seventh and eighth grade.
Ebb Randol Friday afternoon.
The eighth grade will take State
' JBr. J. E. Virdcn is building his car
Examination next Thursday and Frinhcd this week.
Author Curry, Oraman Landon and day.
We received the rest of our library
W. W. Williams motored to Portalcs
books this week. We now have about
Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Randol were in 25(1 books in the library.
Miss Gullngher spent tho week end
Texico shopping Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mis. Russell visited Mr. with her parents at Pleasant Hill.
Miss Denison spent the week end
and Mrs. J. E. Randol Sunday.
There was un ice cream sacial given visiting hsmc folks at Portales.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. W,
A man may be on the road to suc"Williams Saturday evening. Every.
seemed to enjoy themselves.
cess but never arrive at his destina(ne
'
Mr. and Mrs. Crume spent Monday tion because he has to stDp at so many
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. toll gates,
Autl.or Curry.
only two more weeks of
There-arthe last few days
Children,
school.
are worth while.
Mr. W. W. Williums gave a corn
nhucking Manday.
Everyone invited to attend Sunday
Alter you eat always take
And on the
School and singing.
first Sunduy of each month Rev.
will
Thurston of
Tcxico-Farwe-

LQ

(Incorporated)

thig wcek

ScU'ty

t

A

'

LwwvvsmJ
'

IS

for.$1.00

Wisconsin White Spuds, 100 lbs. for

move to our temporary location Monday, April 19th, old Central Meat Market stand,

r

$5.65
90c
90c

pounds for

SPUDS
Wisconsin White, Spuds,12 lbs.

We have the exclusive agency for Chase &
Sanborn's teas and coffees, (iuanuilced to
satisfy you or money refunded.
1 lb. can Chase &. Sanborn Seal
Brand65c
2 lb can Chase & Sanborn Seal Brand
$1.25
:J lb can Chase & Sanborn Seal Brand
$1.85
") lb
can Chase & Saiiboru Seal Brand
$3.10
Santos Pcaberry Coffee, per 11)
45c

$1,00

$1.00 to each purchaser.

'.

$1.15
25c
$1.00

COFFEE

SUGAR
lbs Cane

I

BREAKFAST FOODS

plete stock of fresh meats, both pork and beef.

)

$1.00

G0-7-

CURED MEATS

Puritan Breakfast Bacon, by strip lb
Bex Bacon, by strip lb.
Puritan Skinned Hams, per lb.
Pry Salt Meat, per lb.
Our meat market carries at all times a

No. 2 Lakewood Tomatoes.. J
cans Xo. Lakewood Tomatoes

$1.00
$1.40
5 cans Columbine Peas
$1.00
Happy vale Pink Salmon, (i tall cans
$1.40
") cans No. 2
Monarch Pork and Beans. $1.00
0 cans Dairy Maid Hominy
85c
fi

Tall size, 7 cans

CRACKERS

f cans

$6.90
$3.50
$6.50
'.$3.30

25c

Family size, 2 cans

Minmiiii

iiiiiiimih
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April 12th to 19th are the Days we Ce
AS

So

am

Gdb

w

a role is

important

played by 0injliam,

that

"(iiiiiiliam Week" has
Hiiio a National event.
and

frocks

Gingham

Aprons havy long been popu-

Ir

30c

35c

45c

75c

PER YARD

PER YARD

PER YARD

PER YARD

RED SEAL GINGHAMS

TOILE DU NORD
CINCHAMS

ZEPHYR GINGHAMS

DOMESTIC GINGHAMS

.1

These are from American
mills and are very desirable
for aprons.. Width 27 in.

Yard wido material
good stripes and checks'.

in

Beautiful
and stripes.

plaids,

checks

lar but Fashion now deelares
that even 'neckwear,' separ-at- e
skirts, draperies and chic
parasols of Gingham are to

Extra quality ginghams,
yard wide, shadow plaids,
checks and stripes.

be the vogue.

.

BUT FAR MORE IMPORTANT TO THE AVERAGE WOMAN JUST NOW ARE
THE WONDERFUL BARGAINS IN READY-TO-WEAR

Right in the Heart of the Spring Season we are Featuring a Sale of Apparel at Most
Remarkable Price Reductions

Coats

Suits

Long and short Coats youthfully styled, the newest
favored fabrics.
$C6.00
$70.(K) Values imw
$40.00
tolUK) Values now
-- i
$36.00
$13.00 Values now
$28.00
$:5.).(X) Values now
11.50 Values now
..$25.20

Boleros, Box Coats, Novelty and Plain Tailored Suits.
There's one here to suit you.
$110.00 Values now
....$88.00
.$J)5.00 Values now
$76.00
7.).00 Values now -- i
$60.00
..$40.00
$30.00 Values now
$32.00
$40.00 Values now

Blouses

Dresses
Are shown in Wool, Silks and Combinations

$25.00
$20.00
$16.50
$12.50
$10.00

$70.00
r$60.00
$44.00
$34.00
$26.80

Values now

Values
Values
Values
Values
Values

.J.

now
now
now
now
now

$22.50
$18.00
$14.85

,.$11.25

W. I Luikart & Co.

Many delightful styles for the wnall
Miss offered at a discount of
20 PER CENT

The latest models, materials autr col
ors, VV ool or Silk.
to $25

$15

r

ir

It will bo worth your money to see , A. B. Austin & Co. will move next
B. Waits the ure, fenced and cross fenced. 175
In
Stockings."
"Green
now
week to the Boykin building next
acres
cultivation,
75
in
icrea
door to the postoff ice. They will ocand oats. Good terms to the
wheat
LOCAL MENTION
Attorney Walter Mayes made a trip cupy this building until their new
For Sale Good half section of right party. J. A. Nafsger, Clovis,
to Taiban Tuesday on legal business. store is completed on West Grand.
land, 2 miles from Clovis, well and N. M.
Charlie and Fay Canada of Freder- windmill, now house and plenty of
Mias Gladys Vernon and brother,
W. A. Gillenwater attended
Mrs. C. A. Scheurich will return
ick, Oklahoma, were visitors at the shed room. About 10 acres hog pascourt at Fort Sumner this week. Saturday from El Paso, where she has
Carl, of Inn, N. M., spent last week
end at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J.
been visiting friends for the past few
M. T. Winsted returned Wednesday weeks.
B. Walts.
from a trip to Strawn, Texas.
For Sale Four teams of young
D. W. Jones,
secretary of the
The Howell Oil Company has re- Chamber of Commerce made
mulea, 8 years old; two teams young
a trip
Owing to my long spell of sickness the county taxes totaled $113,157.20
to cently purchased a new Nash truck.
In 1919. under Mr. Kyle's admin mares, 4 and 5 years old. Apply
last Fall, in which I was confined In
miles north of
J. W. Lewis, 4
the hospital for two months, I have istration, totaled $214,408.40.
'
"A laugh in every line" of "Green
Clovis. Star Route.
years
the
same
three
tho
Durins
strength
not as yet gained sufficient
Stockings."
lte
by
assessed
to drive my auto. day after day in State 4f ei which are
County
Curry
for
officials,
State
for
canvas
e
making a
Wanted Three light house keep$53,732.00
the office of Commissioner of Dis- totaled
ing rooms In modern house, close in,
trict No. 2, Melrose. And owing to Stato taxes 'for 1918.
no children. Apply at News office.
$61,335.73
the further fact that I have hold this State taxes for 1919
Here are the proportions:
and most of
office during
"Green Stockings", presented by
During the period from 1917 to
the voters of Curry County are perthe high school Seniors at the Lythe
my
administration
sonally acquainted with me and know 191!). under
ceum, April 22.
. ltc
my methods of doing business, 1 County taxes increased less than 5
taxes
in
state
don't deem It necessary to see all of of 1 ncrccnt and the
S. A. Jones is in Kentucky attendyou personally, but take this method creased a little more than 2 percent.
ing the bedside of his mother who is
ten
increases
taxes
of plucing my candidacy before you That is tho State
very sic!;.
County taxes.
and eliciting your mipport and Influ- times as fast as the
During 1919, under Mr. Kyle's adence in my behalf, ut tho Democratic
If you have been unable to get your
9
tho County taxes
ministration
primaries to bo held April 24, 1920.
favorite
record, try us. Nunn Electncrccnt. whilo the State
Are you enjoying your phoIf elected, I promise to use good
ric Co. Fhone 470.
ltc
percent.
sound Judgment and descrction, as 1 taxes Increased only ten
nograph?
INTAXES
COUNTY
the
is
That
have ulways done in tho administraTry a sack of Sunlight Flour. It
than
tion of tho County affairs. My posi- CREASED NINE TIMES faster
is
unsurpassed in quality and is a
my
tion W nlwnvi heen to use all the tho State taxes. That is, under
home product.
InTaxes
State
tho
If not, buy some Gonnett
economy possible, compatible with administration
than the
common sense, progress anu develop- creased ten times faster
Mrs. W. E. Boyd and daughters,
Records and enhance its beauty
Mr. Rylo's
ment. In tho lust election, my oppo- County taxes, while under
Misses Mary and Nnnnio, leave FriinTaxes
nent, Mr. G: W. Ryle, and his friends, administration tho County
of tone. Tho record with tho
day of this week to make tneir home
than
took the position that I had been ex- creased NINE TIMES FASTER
nt Nashville, Tcnn.
Lasting
Qualand
Clear Tone
travagant with the County's money, tho Stuto taxes.
I submit these facts and figures to
nnd hiifh in mv tnx levies. They pro
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Davis will leave
ities.
many of whom'
mised the pcoplo thut if ho was elect tho candid public,
next
week for a several months stay
year, bolieved, ho would reduce their taxes, iajvi voted for Mr. Ryle last
in Kentucky.
,
.
reduce
would
and
could
TAXES and LESS EXPENDITURES Ing that ho
a
New Records every month.
He mado the your taxes. I'm not running on
was his solo blatform.
If its news The News wants it.'
That is always
people believe that bfl,rwuld and low tax promise.
Phone us. No. 97.
Mr.
Rylo;
I
would roduce thoir taxes, if clocted, bunco to catch votes. But
...
-- .
voting for,
and defeated me solely on that plat cannot bunco- you Into
Wanted
A
reputable
him invmsra on that platform, either,
form.
woman to act a a distributor. One
Under
the facts of his admlnistra-- .
(iihmit
r niw
the results:
who will doveko whole time or part
In 1917 tho County taro under Won.
to the sale of a commodity of merit,
I do nromlse to be at economical
my administration:
ue4 In overy boiuohold. (National
the
best
with
computable,
$112,937.18 aa possible,
Totaled
Advert ImJ Article.) A staple as
CO.
la 1918, under my administration Interest! of Curry County.
sugar and cof foe. If jroo ro inter-este- d
In making n niaa monthly Income, yon will wrho PoatofMc boa
354, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 2tc
(Political advertisement.)
home of Mr. and Mrs.
first of the wepk.

9.00

w..-.Y:.-

New Sport Skirts

Children's Dresses

p

Tailored Models, Overblouses and Smocks featured in this offering

the newest.

$87.50 Values now
$7.").00 Values now
$.")5.00 Values now
.t42..r0 Values now
$1)3.50

.

J.

To the Voters of Curry County

--

3-- 4'

mi

i

ma

r mil

ii

m
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8,

History tellf-u- fe that George Washington hftjj '"bitter political enemies,
but we We nevdr met a Daughter of
the Anxan' revolution who admita
ted that 'Ke'r
voted to
repudiate Wnv'J
groat-grandp-

IfMU'ewsVfhe Newt
Phone

f'7.

want

'
.

,

:

V

.:v:'Ov"

1--

Tf

m.$wmtB

in-8-
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as well as

ail Insurance
written by

THE OLD HARTFORD

CROFT

Plenty of money to loan pri; farms
i

'

i

MUSIC

The Scheurich Ageiky

J. D. LYNCH

in

to Tulia, Texas, in the interest of the
highways in which Clovis is so vitally
interested

house-to-hous-

1917-191-

--

It,

y
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NOTICE FOR BIDS FOR
ERECTING SCHOOL BUILDING

LUNOIS DOCTOR

Time to Get

IT

HE HAS NEVER KNOWN
MEDICINE TO PRODUCE RESULTS LIKE TANLAC.

SAYS

Hail Insurance

Dr. B. H. Elder, M. D., with offices

'

at 410 Shradski Bldg., Peoria, 111.,
whD has boon In active practice for
over forty years, says:
"Medical science has never before
produced a medicine that brings re

AT THE HOME OF

suits, like Tanlac.

The Hartford Fire Insurance Co.

Plenty of money to loan on farms
Homes on easy terms.

The Scheurich Agency
' Now therefore,
NOTICE FOR SALE
notice is hereby
OF SCHOOL BONDS (riven that the undersigned County
Treasurer of Curry County, New
Notice is hereby given that the Mexico, will receive sealed bids for
electors of Hollene School District, said bonds and will open same at his
No. 58, Curry County, New Mexico, office on the 2Cth day of April, 1920,
.Two duly voted bonds in the amount at the hour of 10 o'clock A. M., and
of $16,500.00 to run 30 years from will sell said bonds to the best re'date of issuance, at six percent inter- sponsible bidder therefor, but reat Clovis, serves the right to reject any and
est payable
all bids, and will require a certified
Kcw Mexico, with the option to
after ten years from dale, the check for $1000.00 to accompany
funds to be used for the purpose of said bids.
erecting and equipping a school buildJ. SIMPSON MORGAN,
ing in said district.
County Treasurer.
ly

I have been prescribing it for some time with remarkable results.
Personally I had
suffered for years from stomach
trouble and rheumatism and had devoted my best thought trying to find
relief but to no avail. After eating,
gas would form in my stomach and
affect my hoart, causing poor circulation, cold hands and feet, dizziness,
peculiar feelings, terrible headaches
and cramps. The rheumatism pained me so I could hardly stand to move
my legs and arms.
"I had a patient who had also suffered for years with the Bame trouble
as mine, and although I did all I could
for him he got no better. One day,
nfter he had been away for about six
months, he came to my office and
never in my life have I seen a man
look better or seem to feel better
than he did. He told me Tanlac was
what hnd brought about the wonderful clvinge. I began trying the medicine at once with the result that a
few bottles relieved me entirely :f
stomach trouble, rheumatism and all
Although I am
my other ailments.
an extra hearty eater nothing ever
disagrees with me nny more. I have
prescribed Tanlac in cases of rheumatism, kidney and bladder disorders
and a run down condition with
results, and I feel that I ought
to give my experience, with Tanlac
to the public for the benefit of suffering humanity."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by Menrs
Pharmacy, in Texico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
(Advertisement.)
4 Pool.
won-erf-

Business Is Good!

Whereas, the electors of Hollene
School District No. 58, Curry County,
New Mexico, on the
. day of
March, 1920, duly voted bonds in the
amount of $16,500.00 for the purand equipping a
pose of erecting
school house in said District, and the
plans and specifications
for said
building are now completed and may
be obtained by unyone desiring to
bid thereon from Jus. M. Bicklcy at
his office in Clovis, New Mexico.,
Now therefore notice is hereby
given that sealed bids will be received
by the Board of Education of Curry
County, New Mexico, at the office of
IJas. M. Bickley, County School Sup-- i
crintendent, for the building of said
school building as per plans and spec-- I
if ications, and same will be opened at
' said office on the 26th day of April,
1920, at the hour of 2 P. M. and said
contract shall be let to the lowest
responsible bidder, but with the right
to reject all bids.
Witness our hands this 24th day of
March, 1920.
JAS. M. BICKLEY,
County Superintendent.
Attest.
Una M. Steed, Secretary.

A full line of Moline Listers and

Mo-lin- e

These are the old

Cultivators.

ij

re-

liable Moline line. The prices are right
on these implements.

All grades of Mobiloil at prices

that will save you money.

NOTICE
I
'

i

In the Probate Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the Estate of Rosa
N. Ellison, deceased.
No. 285.
Notice is hereby given that S. A.
Jones was appointed Administrator of
the estate of Rosa N. Ellison, deceased, on the 20th day of March, 1920,
by the probate court of Curry County
New Mexico, and that he has duly
qualified and all persons having
claims against the estate of the said
decedent are required to present the
same within the time required by law.
Dated this 2fith day of March,
1920.
S. A. JONES,
Administrator.

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION
F. B. PAYNE, Manager

Notice is hereby given, that letters
on the estate of
Jeff D. Moore, deceased, were grant
ed to the undersigned by the Probate
Court of the County of Curry, State
of New Mexico, on this Will day of
March, A. D. 1920.
All persons having claims against
In the Probata Court of Curry Coun- said estate lire required to present
and file same with the undersigned
ty, State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of Jeff at the office of R. K. Rowells, in
Clovis, New, Mexico, for allowance
D. Moore, deceased.
Notice of Appointment of Adminis- within twelve (12) mouths after the
dutu hereof with necessary vouchers,
tratrix and notice to Creditors.
or they will be forever precluded
from any benefit of said estate; or,
said claims may be filed with the
Clerk of said Court.
Dated this the l'Jth day of March,

Good News For

of administration

Somebody
Time, Worry and Bitf Expenses Snvctl by Our Scientific Welding Service.

j

Expert Welders
ED. MELTON & SON
Blacksmith and
Machine Shop

A. D. 11120.

MRS. C

Smaller Cars and the World's
Most Popular Tires

Administrator.

--

No tires bearing the Goodyear name.not even
the famous Goodyear Cords which equip the
cars, embody a higher
world's highest-pricerelative value than do Goodyear Tires in
the 30x3-- , 30x3V2', and 31x4inch sizes.
d

In these tires owners of Ford, Chevrolet,
Dort, Maxwell and' other cars taking the
above sizes are afforded a measure of per-

formance and service such as only the
world's largest tire factory devoted to these
sizes can supply.

All that this company's experience and
methods have accomplished in these tires is
available to you now at the nearest Goodyear
Service Station.'

wilii

Go to this Service Station Dealer for these
tires, and for Goodyc ir Heavy Tourist Tubes.
He has them.

'

1). MOORK,

Dr

SOME COOD ADVICE
Strengthened

J.

B. Westerfield

Physician and Surgeon.
Offlce over Sunshine Shop
OUIee Phone 231.
Residence 2t!9

by Clovia Experience!.

Kidney disease is too dangerous to
neglect. At tho first sign of backache
headache, dizziness or uniary disorders you should Rive the weakened
kidneys prompt attention. Kat little
meat, take things easier and use a
reliable kidney tonic,
'incites no
other kidney medicine so well recommended as Doan'a Kidney Pills.
Olovi? people rely on them. Here's
ono of the many statements from
Clovis people.
Mrs. Arthur Andrews, 510 N.
St., says: "My advice to any-onsuffering from disordered kidney is tD try Doan's Kidney Pills for
Several
they certainly are fine.
year ago I took them for weakness
in my back and other symptoms of
kidney complaint.
They certainly
did what was claimed for them and
soon removed the annoyance. Doan'i
Kidney Fills arc fine and I can conscientiously endorse them."
COc, at all dealers.
1
Co., Mfgra., Buffalo, N. Y.
'

DR. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both scuts and
chronic. Office fu New Tils
building on comer north of Fire
Station ami east of Lyceum
theatre.
Offlre plume IK',. Ite.ddenif 3!H).
Clovis. New Mealoo.

Gid-din-

u

Foster-Milbur-

n

If the Dutch salesman have any
success in introducing wooden shoes
to the American public, we bok for
an early announcement about a short-agin lumber.

J. FOSTER

Jr.

SCOTT,

MD.

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Special attention Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat
Offlce Over Sunshine Sbop.
Offlce Pbone 46 ;
Res. Phone II

dr. c. l. McClelland

Physician and Sureeon
Office over Denhof Jew. Cc.
Residence, 9J4 N. Main St.
'
CLOVIS. N. M.

'

"

4
4

ft

o

L. M. BJCCS
Veterinary Surgeon
rhone 331

DR.

so

o
o
CD

CO

o

Clovh, New Mexico

1

a"
CO

n

1
DR. C. O. WARR1NFR

CHIROPRACTOR

A TEXAS WONDER
for kidney and bladder troubles,
30x3l2Goodycr

Double-Cur-

e

Fabric, All. Weather Tread
30 x V2 Goodyear
Tread
Fabric,

Single-Cur-

Anti-Ski-

e

$--

1

150

JJJ

$T

1

"L

50'

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are thick, strong tube that
reinforce caning, properly. Why risk a Rood caning with a
cheap tube? tioodyeaf Heavy Tourist Tube! cost little more
than tubet of less merit. 30xjli .lie in uwf.r. $A50
-proof bag.
J

113 South M.ln St.

grav-

el, weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If
not. sold by your druggist will bo sent
by mail on receipt of $1.25.
One
smnll bottle often cures. Send for
Dr. E. W. Hall,
sworn testimonials.
2028 Olive st., St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

PILL
CHICHESTER SHIUNIl,
M

ha alknr.
IJ Tal
llr fiUl. Aa(

Ila af tu V
HM HI H.TrR
IHAMimil 11 ILA n Iff 1I,1JN.I,
k
nown
lint,
u
Kftl, Always Itcllil
Mit
SOID W DRUGGISTS IVERYWHIRE
'

II
l

PHOXB

101

4
-

THOMAS W. JONES
Veterinarian.
200 West Otero Street.
Clovis, N. V.
Phone 45.

NOTICE TO ALL
PRATORIANS
You will plensn pny your dues
In tho future to H. E. "Cnrlislo,
Hororder, at Clovis National
Tank.
II. E. Carlisle, Recorder
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WE RESPECTFULLY SUGGEST.
OUR SERVICES TO YOU IN THIS
CONNECTION.

OUR LINE OF FURNISHINGS IS
COMPLETE .FOR THE HOME,

t,

FROM CELLAR TO ATTIC, ENABL-

.

ING YOU TO HARMONIZE

THE

THE COMPLETED EFFECT OF A

YOU WILL ENJOY AN INSPECTION OF OUR LINE.

HOME.
Scto

twtim.--

I

THERE IS NO MdRE INTERESTING OR PLEASUREABLE DUTY THAN THE SELECTION OF FURNISHINGS FOR THE HOME
YOU TRADE WITH THE STORE THAT HAS A READY SYMPATHY FOR YOUR IDEAS AND THE ABILITY INTELLIGENTLY TO
LEND HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS.

WE FURNISH THE HOME COMPLETE
206, 208 210, 212

Clovis Furniture &

SOUTH MAIN STREET
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

POINT ENTERPRISE

A

large crowd uttondcd the

ser-

vices Sunday even though the severe
M'irni was raging all day.
Dr. Roberts of Lus Vegas delivered
mi excellent address Sunday afternoon.
A number of the young folks attended a party at Miss Pearl Curry's
Friday night All report they had
.a delightful time.
Mrs. Meador and Mrs. Carnahan
called on Mrs, Martin Monday afternoon.
Messrs. Jones, Wilson and Meador
loaded a ear of grain Saturday and
Monday.
There will be singing at the school
house Wednesday night. Led by Mr.
Taylor.
Messrs. Sumner and Bob Davidson
and Misses Myrtle Cox and Claudia
Meador attended the show at Clovis
Tueaday night.

206, 208 210, 212

Undertaking Go.

SOUTH MAIN STREET
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

R. M. BISHOP, Manager

Claud Estes is working for Mr. Carnahan.
Miss Opal Black is absent from
school on account of having the flu.
This is the last week of school and
of course examination work. The
pupils have studied and got the work
as they went so of course have noth
ing to fear.
Friday, Arbor Day, was observed
at school. A number of trees were
planted.
Miss Julia Perkins of Clovis has
been employed at teacher far the
primary room for another year, We
wish for her tho best of success.
BLUE EYES.
HAD $100,000 HUNCH

is just a broken
The
down old man who mumbles when ho
tulks, is what Dr. T. H. Fokker, now
in this country representing Holland,
says of him. By Invitation of one of
the Kaiser's sons, Doctor Fokker re
cently lunched with him. unt.
ns b
down in silence," says the Dutch of
ficial, and the former Kaiser began
to talk of what he had been doing.
He had seen a curious looking tree
and some country people on the road.
He spake vaguely and with difficulty.
Hit famous mustache drooped over
.A.nu.,1
Kit lliwnmh.
hi.

,H.nH

. ,,!.

the road tide every time he drove to
town. He got out to remove it. It
contained Liberty bonds) bank stock
and promissory notes totaling $100,-00- 0
lost by bamHts after they had
looted an Iowa bank. Now he believes in hunches.

'

.

tt

ilJ,...

P.r

"

The word Germany

he was. saying.

An Iowa farmer got tired of driving by an old gunny sack he saw by

Spreading
liaising ostriches by an incubator
is being tried at the Philadelphia
zoo. As ostrich eggs are nearly as big
as little watermelons, a big incubator
is required. There is no more precari- ous sort of poultry raising. Ostrich
eggs have to be collected immediately
after they arc laid, because, an ostrich being a tropical bird, its eggs
are extremely susceptible to 'cold.
Then, if a keeper is not on hand to
grab the egg the moment it is' laid
it will be eaten, for ostriches are fond
"
n"
eggs every thirty days, a flock
of he bir? require, ver.l keeper.
on
"
the Philadelphia ostriches were 1m- hV
Prted ,r0m the tr0P"
outdoor
winter and appar
ently are none the worse for it.

f ,.
t.me the Doctor couldn't catch what

.a Hi. ii.ii

a

irinW

n.onfinn.rf

hi.

hlih

ml

bn

bit better. He
referred several timet to the weather.
Hit eyet were heavy and circled. He
was a feeble, uninteresting little man,
said

THE COMMUNITY IDEA

OSTRICHES ARE HATCHED
IN AN INCUBATOR

KAISER A MUMBLING OLD MAN

e was feeling a

Had certain politicians been pies

information

on all sub

teacher means a
An inefficient
jects of interest to all Clovis.
A forum for dealing with vital poor school. It takes money to live
problems of town and county, indus-

trial, agricultural.
A sincere effort to build up a
plant to increase the general happiness by providing the variety suitable
to different tastes whether of' enter
tainment or Intellectual opportunities.
A closer bond of fellowship between those who lack
rather than sympathy for the other
point of view. Let us touch elbows.
An endeavor to stimulate those who
are not particularly interested in
anything to catch a vision of tome
thing that will, become real and prac
tical.
The greatest possible advertisement
to the world that Clovis citizens are
broad and liberal and keen enough
to do a big thing in a big way.
W. W. BRANDER.

ent at the time, they would undoubt

broken and old, a menace no longer.

CLOVIS LOSES TEN OF HER
PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS

Newberry won't like Leavenworth,
edly have sought reservations on the
ten commandments.
but probubly he will be at useful
Phone 97 for job work of all kinds.
there as he would have been in the
Phone 07 for job work of all kinds, Senate.

and work, and it takes much applica
tion and time to make an efficient
school teacher. The teacher is ready
to work and to make herself efficient,
but the money must come from somewhere. The average of salary is almost down to the level of the unskilled labor of the country. The wonder
is that all teachers don't quit the profession, as their preparation for
teaching has also prepared them for
many more lucrative employment.
They don't have to teach to live, and
the price, now confronting them in
most of the things they use to teep
body and soul together, and to enable them to perform their school
work, have advanced three hundred
percent; they cannot live decently
and at the salaries paid them. There
is one of two things the public are
going to have to do, pay more or get
less. Tucumcarl American.
There are usually two good
for extremely short skirts.

i

.

Mil
V

MM
A

ii

They're Here

r (miir'.l

111

Those nifty little spring skirts in the very latest style and material. The aecordian plaits that made Fifth Avenue sit up and

S!N.

take notice are now on our racks. Handsome sport models in the
Kumasi Kuniaso and

A Home Product Made From The
Choicest of Eastern New Mexico Wheat
is manufactured in an
is guaranteed to be. first class.

"

up-to-da-

t.

We have received a full line of Bungalow Aprons for women and
children.

Come see them.

Visit our sales rack and get a bargain in Women's and
dren's Gingham Dresses and Spring Suits.

Sunlight Flour is equal to any flour that is sold in Clovis.

It

Dew-Kis-

Chil-

MRS. S. GRISAMORE.

flour mill and every sack

This mill has bought many bushels of grain this season and the
choicest is put into this flour, thus enabling us to know that the
quality of the flour is unsurpassed.
Ask your groceryman for SUNLIGHT FLOUR. You will not
only get your money's worth but will have the satisfaction of
'

'

knowing that you are buying a HOME PRODUCT.

Just a trial is all we ask. You will

We are still giving a good reduction on all Exclusive and French

Pattern Hats.

be a steady

user of Clovis Flour once you have given it a test

Millinery

V3

licgardless of the scarcity of Merchandise we still have an immense stock and arc putting up a $.00 Hat, but the supply is
limited. If you :vish one at that money you must come soon.

.

I. B. L. OSBORNE.

'

Cramer Mill & Elevators Co.

o

17

Grisamore & Osborne
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CHILD BADIX CHIPPIES
Taken to Children's Koms anc

H.splfal

Hopa For Her
Recovery

made tin Hound

man's little

1920

anil well an any ricn

fflrl.

Mary In only one of three thousand
poor, helpleHB little people in New
Mexico, Arizona anil Texan whom Dr.
I.nkeim, bones to he utile to offer freo
honpltnl nml mii'dcnl Ireniment In a

Children's ("limlty Ilosplml, where the
only key to Hh portnls will he that of
poverty nml dlHtreKH uuil where money
will not he received from the poor.
Do you want lo help Mury mid
the
others who Veil cure? Then write t
Pr. C R. l.nkeiiK, Children' Home and
Hospital, Allnniiiercpie, New Mexico,
and lell him nf miy poor crippled children you know who need help, and
semi sump money lo help pny fjr their
cure, for the Iloine and liosnltiil in
aupported wholly hy i'liHrllahle

no

NOTICE FOR SALE
OF SCHOOL BONDS
ELSIE FERCUSON IN "HIS
HOUSE IN ORDER" A PARA
MOUNT ARTCRAFT PICTURl
She was a girlish, f':n loving wil
she was homeless in her ow
home. She was a "second wife"
one who was always measured by the
perfections
of the first always
found wanting driven to fight for
a place in her own home nagged by
"his people" until in desperation she
turns on them, turns like a tigeress
and renda them. She revealed what
the first wife really was; who that
"model mother's" son really was. In
this etory Elsie Ferguson has created
a character glowing with warm blood.
The story as powerful, human, touch- -'
ing, as it is common in real life. A
picture for all women and the men
who marry them. Also showing a
two reel comedy with those funny
lions. At the Lyceum Theatre, Saturday night, April 17th. Try to
get in.

but'

Notiee ia hereby given that the
electors of Hollene School District,
No. 68, Curry County, New Mexico,
have duly voted bonds in the amount
of 116,600.00 to run 30 years from
date of Issuance, at six percent interest payable
at Clovis,
New Mexico, with the option to re
deem after ten years from date, the
lunds to be used for the purpose of
erecting and equipping a school building in said district.
Now therefore, notice is herebv
given that the undersigned Countv
Treasurer of Curry County, New
Mexico, will receive scaled bids for
said bonds and will open same at his
office on the 26th day of April, 1920,
at the hour of 10 o'clock A. M., and
will sell said bonds to the best re
sponsible bidder therefor, but reserves the right to reject any and
all bids, and will require a certified
check for $1000.00 to accompany
said bids.
J. SIMPSON MORGAN,
County Treasurer.
.
ly

"

Mury Is a real lilt If girl fourteen
year of nK(V mill kIic lmx KUlTem! all
her life with I'liim'ciiltiil TnllH Kqul-miinil will never lie iihli- - to have
the iit (if i,.r f,M.t wIIIkiiiI nkllk.il
mrglnil ireiitnii'iit mid I. mi; linxplml
"tire.
And lieemm- -

.
(
poverty, Mary's
poor tiiollier Iiiik never lieen nlile In
give her n eliiime to lie cinvil,
Itut Mury Iiiih lieeu fnund In her deep
neeu anil sin In now under lie tenile
care of the Children' Home mid Hog- pltiil.'Wherp she will reeelve free of nil
Charge, the very lien! eure mill treatment nnil will hiive n Kptriitllil clinnee
l
to l
of her ili'Tiirinlt v mill he
I

SPEED WAGONS
The Farmer's Fast Truck
The truck with a rqmtntioii, one that lias made Rood on the
farm, a speedy truck you can use 12 month of the year on exceedingly low upkeep, uses practically no more gas and oil than touring car. Self starter, electric lights, pneumatic tires, a modern,
fast faninvuRon of long life.

NOTICE

52
How would YOU
like a raise,
like this ?

In

ba

HAT
tf 4U

'

nilAm

m

J
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Probate Court, Curry County,
New Mexico, in the matters of the
estate
of David Masquedo, deceased.
Notice is hereby given that tho administrator of said estate has filed
his final account in said estate, and
the Court has appointed May 8, 1920,
at 10:00 o'clock A. M., as the day
and hour to hear objections to said
account and to settle the same.
J. S. FITZHUGH,
Administrator.

MOTOR CO.

JAGKMAN-BARKE- R

DEALERS IN

Reo Cars, Reo Speed Wagons, Oakland Cars

f

and for

34 "Vears Work,
is the kind of increase

THAT minister

in

W. I. Liukart & Co.

salary

CLOVIS

has received.
His living
expenses have risen just as fast and as far
as yours.
But he is paid on the average just 52 cents
more per church member than he was paid 34
years ago.
The Minister Never Fails You
Every officer of the Government with a war
message to deliver appealed to the ministers first
of all.
But 80 of the ministers receive less Income
than government economists figure as a minimum
for the support of an average family.
When hospitals need money they enlist the
support of the ministers and receive it.
But when sickness visits the minister or the
members of his family they must be treated in a
charity ward. His pay is less than a day laborer's.
8 out of every 10 ministers receive less than
$20 a week about half the pay of a mechanic.
We Pay Him Half the Wage of a Mechanic
And of these pitifully inadequate salaries, how much do
you contribute? Nothing if you are outside the church;
an average of less than 3c a day if you are a church

member.
All of us share in the benefits of Christian ministers to
the community. They marry us; bury us; baptize our
children ; visit us when we are sick. In their hands is the
spiritual training of the youth.

We Are All Profiteers at Their Expense
Part of the Interchurch World program is this a living
waga for every minister of Jesus Christ J an efficient plant,
and a chance to do a big man's job.
If you want better preachers, help to pay the preachers
better. It's the best investment for your community and
for your children Ihut you can ever malce.

Announcing A Showing Of Men's And
Young Men's Lightweight Suits

For

TAILORED

FOR US

BY

THE KIRSCHBAUM

SHOPS

In midsummer clothes, no less
than in those of

all-wo-

ol,

quality counts. Fabrics must

;

be thoroughly shrunk. The
tailorwork well done The
styles new and smart. And
just these qualities distinguish

IK

$
Mm

Kirschbaum Midsummer
Clothes from the ordinary.

25, 30, 35, 40

mpi" U

Wwk

Our showing presents
die newest patterns
nnd shades in llnnnels,

INIEMMJ1H

Scotch Braemars,
Crashes, Mohairs,
Palm Beaches, and
other cool, porous
weaves.
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THE SEED YOU PLANT

.

i raffle

The seed that is pluntud this spring
an important factor in determining the crop that will be harvested
next fall. It is not only a factor in
determining the yield of the crop, but
of the quality and value as well. The
practice of using for teed that which
is too poor in quality to be readily
sold has been discarded pretty gener
ally and certainly has no place on a
well managed furm. The best is none
too good when used for seed.
The variety of seed used may great
ly affect the yield, for not all varie
ties are equally well adapted to all
conditions fcnd some are consistently
better yielders thon others. Some varieties will also produce a product
that is of a better quality and that
will bring a better price. Local market conditions may affect tho price
considerably for it is most generally
easier to market varieties that are
pretty generally known in the com
munity. When the best variety has
been definitely determined, it is well
for a community to standardize and
use no other.
But the variety in itself will bo of
little value if the quality of the seed
used is not of the best. There
Kood and poor seed of any variety and
it should be selected with care.' And
above all it must grow. To plant seed
that does not grow is a waste of time
and money. It takes but little time
to test the seed before it is planted
and it pays well.

racks

Two Ton Capacity

$1630 in Clovis.
t
t

t

To save timo is to make money-owof Traffic Trucks do both.

ners

The Traffic saves hundreds of dollars in first cost, hundreds of dollars in
maintenance cost and cuts in half the
cost of hauling.
Do your hauling with a Traffic.

"Standardized and Standard sized.''
Let us show them to you.

4

I

Skarda Auto Truck and
Tractor Co.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
land office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
March 17, 1920.
Notice Is hereby given that William F. Newton, of Tcxico, N. M.,
who, on Jjny. 15, 1917, made Additional Homestead Entry, No. 014995,
for Lota 5, 6, 11, and Lot 12, Section
4, Township 1 S., Range 36 E, N. M.
P. Meridian, hat filed notice of in

It's dollars
to doughnuts- -

will be

tention to make Final Thre year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before C. A. Schcu-ricU. S. Commissioner, in his office
at Clovis, N. M., on the 28th day of
April, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses: J.
W. Bradley, Joseph Cook, Cicero
Isham, Haydcn Jennings, all of Tex
lco. N. M.
W. R. McGill, Register.

h,

no man ever smoked a better

cigarette at any price!

Ol
0- -

It

V UL

I

quality, and their expert blend
choice Domestic
tobaccos hand you a cigarette that will sat- isfy evqry smoke desire you ever expressed.
You will prefer this Camel blend to either
kind smoked straight!

CAMELS Turkish and

-v

Sr"'fcv.'

V

s
will certainly
The "body" is all there, and
that smoothness! It's a delight!

Camels
I appeal to you.

mellow-mildnes-

J

-

TURKISH

rsm

l.iiui

ill

&Do.wsrci:

a Li N O

Go the limit with Camels! They will not
tire your taste. And, they leave no unpleas-

ant cigaretty aftertaste nor unpleasant ciga- retty odor!

1

Just compare Camels with any ciga
rette in the world at any price!
Camata Art $otd mvrywhfrm in aciantificalfy aeafad
for 20 emnta; or ten pack
pnekuira of 20 cifinrmtt
UOO

cigarette)

in

a'flamtma

carton. IV htronfly rmcnmmnd thia emtton for
I ha horn or office aupply or when you travml,
R, J.

REYNOLDS TOllACCO CO.,

Winton

Salem, N. C,

fj.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNER-hip- ,
Management, Etc., required
by the Act of Congreat of Augtut
24, 1912.
Of Clovis News, published weekly
at Clovis, N. M., for April 1, 920.
State of New Mexico, County of
Curry, ss.
V
Before me, a notary public, In and
for the State and County aforesaid,
personally appeared Edward L. Man- son, who having been duly sworn ac
cording to law, deposes and says that
he is the publisher of the Clovis News,
and that the following is, to the best
of his knowledge and belief, a true
"
statement of the ownership, manageEgga and Chickens It is a. treat
Sworn to and subscribed bef are me
That the known bondholders, mort- ment, etc., of the aforesaid publicaRfcod
you to see my
April,
for
day
1920.
9th
of
security
holders
this
gagecs,
and
other
tion for the date shown in the above
Fpgt
and
chickens.
Red
Island
MATTINGLY,
1
cent
more
EULA
holding
per
owning
or
or
caption.
Notary Public,
for sole. Mrs. E. W. Kinney
That the name and address of the of total amount of bonds, mortgages, (Seal)
Texas.
expires
1924.
MerganthalMy
Hereford,
commission
Jan27,
securities
are:
publisher, managing editor, business or other
' '
N.
Y.
Brooklyn,
Linotype
Co.,
er
L.
Edward
owner
manager and
is
t
EDWARD L. MANSON.
Manson, Clovis, N. M.
baby-chick-

s

2t
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Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
and 214 S. Main Street.

208-210-2-

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203

Who Said Prices
Were Going Up?
Dr. Price's Baking Powder i3 now produced with
PURE PHOSPHATE and sells at about HALF
the price charged when the powder contained

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C!

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

J. Walker Hunter

J. E. Edwards

Edwards & Hunter

'

'

Auctioneers

The name with 60 years' fame guarantees the quality.

Farm Sales a Specialty
Col.

J. R. Edwards

of Illinois, four

ence, comes with recommendations
cess' in his line.
. '
Col.

years oxperi- -

that spells

suc-

J. Walker Hunter, six years a resident of Clo-

vis, and has conducted some, of the

best sales ever

held in this part of the country.
See us for dates at the office of

New Field 'Oil, Lease and Realty Co.
Phone 26.

Clovis, N. M.

105i2S.Main

Build It Now!
25c for 12 oz.
15c for 6 oz.
10c for 4 oz.
FULL WEIGHT CANS

The Price is Right

J

Live Stock and Commercial

Cream of Tartar.
Not cheapened with alum.
Guaranteed wholesome High in leavening strength
Sure in result.

V. STEED, Manager

That building work that you held off during the war
should be your first consideration during these hustling days of peace.
This town needs more up to date and better homes to
make it a real pleasure to liv'e in.
If you can't build a new 6nc, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
present day standards.
WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO IT EIGHT

Lone Star Lumber Co.
Telephone 2:).

Clovis. New Mexico

rr

THE CLOVIS NEWS.
way of Compensation, back pay, travor Victory Button, a list
of nearly 600 names was obtained
from the Board of Historical Service
at Santa Fe. To these mon were sent
form letters asking about the various
things mentioned above. As this list
contained only the names of men who
enlisted from this county many letters haw been sent to men who came
here after their discharge so that in
all cbout 700 have been put out. So
far there have been returned only
ubout a hundred filled out, for many
have moved, leaving no forwarding
address. Tui mailed their question-aire- s
in with not even so much as
their name on which' at least would
have indicated that they wanted nothing that the Red Cross could do for
them.
From the hundred that came in
some very interesting, facts were
Twenty-thre- e
have poor
learned.
health right now, several others are
not as well as when they went into
service and eleven are now receiving
compensation with a number of applications waiting consideration. Only
seventeen have retained their Gov.
eminent Insurance but of the sixty- four who dropped it ten have already
decided to reinstate since they can do
so by paying only two months' premiums on the amount they wish to
el pay, bonus

LOCAL MENTION

Mcrafcldcr returned
i; ia week from an extended visit with
relatives in Texas,
Mrs.

S.

B.

An exceptionally interesting meeting of the Eastern Star was held on
Monday nipht of this week when six
Refreshcandidates were initiated.
ments werw served to about 175 memoirs and visitors, there being a num-f'ifrom Mclroao und Portales

-r

Rev. H. B. Freeman left this week
f ,ir Louisville, Ky., where he (roes to
Church
Methodist
the
'merest
Extension Board in the erection of
?je new $"",000 church building in
Clovis.

FOR LEGISLATURE
I hereby announce my candidacy
the lower house of the State
from Curry County, subject
,1o the action of the Democratic priG. P. MILLER.
mary election.

for

e,

WHICH ARE YOU?
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tons and three wanted to know about I"
land.
If you, a re one who has not turned
in your quest ionaire aa yet, please
do so as soon as possible that it may
be known whether or not anything
can be done for you. If you do not!
send it in or come in you will have
to be looked up or advertised for as
we intend to be sure that nothing is
left undone that the Red Cross can!
do for you. Should you have sent in
the desired information and have just
neglected to do anything that should,
won't you let the Red Cross help you
do it soon, for the office will be maintained only a few weeks at most.
Chamber of Commerce, 9 a. m. to
5 p. m.
Evenings or Sunday if necessary.
Home Service Secretary.

Westinghouse

j

t

Automatic

Electric Range

Wanted Salesman for Clovis and
vicinity. Commission contract only
for spare timo or full time. We will
teach you to sell incomo protection
through our free school of instruction and help you build a business of
your own. Massachusetts Bonding
and Insurance Company, Accident
nn4 Health Dept., S.'.ginaw, Michigan.
Capital $1,500,000.
LISTEN

With this new ranjje it is impossible to make a mistake in cooking. T ho worries of
not
'

over-cooking-- or

t

conking enough are gone.
You can cook while you are shopping or visiling.

You men who have to

It cooks on the fiivloss cooker principle ami will
keep food warm for hours.

air your shoes from Saturday night
Fourteen have asked assisttill Monday morning to get the odor
In an effort to see that every
in getting money due them for out. One box of Baker's Foot Ease
man in Curry County is taken ance
have will stop all thnt trouble.
For sale
rare of and secures whatever may be various reasons, twenty-thre- e
Ketain.

doe him from the Government in the inquired about securing Victory But

at Shoo Shop.

Li

Ua4

Jfil

ls3 vy

J

X

The most economical range to use.

,

Lot us explain its many exclusive features.

t

ILj ILd

t
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IS COMING

rkiiiiE lectric

C

Phone 476

The Celebrated Soprano Will Appear in
Person at an Invitation Concert at the

m
m

High School Auditorium
Next Tuesday Evening
"

m

:

April 20th

This appearance of the great opera star is the event
of the season for lovers of good music.

NOTICE
Early Hospitals.
Hospitals were founded In very early
tliiies in India. Persia and Arabia. In the Probate Court of Curry CounThey were for the most part supported
ty, New Mexico.
by t lie kin km. The Creeks maintained In the
matter of the estate of L, C.
shelter houses for (lie slrk, but the
Barnes deceased.
In
of
this kind
best Institutions
ancient No. 126.
times were those of the Romans, which
Notice la hereby Riven that Geo.
were actually endowed.
W. Ryle, administrator of the above
estate has filed hit final report and
Sttnog Among the Romans.
It Is not Kpnprally known that ste- also his petition ar' ng to be disnography as a profession was followed charged; the Honorable C. V, Steed,
Probate Judge of Curry County, New
s Ions a so as the days of the Roman
mplre. 1'neta, whu arc sometimes ridi- Mexico, has act the Gth day of July,
culed nowadays for having private 1020, at the hour of 10 o'clock A. M.
Itenograpbers, had them In the fourth at the Court room of the Probate
century of our era.
Court of Curry County, New Mexico,
at the day, time and place for hearing
objections, if any there be, to said reThe Ont Exception.
At dinner of the Builders' assocla- -' port and petition.
tlon the president gave a neat turn
Therefore any person or persons
to one of his remarks. Said he: "A wishing to object are hereby notified
poor foundation will In the end causa
to file their objections on or before
the collapse of everything but scanthe day set for said hearing.
dal." Boston Transcript.
Dated this 8th day of April, 1020.
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
Poor Pussy's Tall.
County Clerk.
The restless curl In the end of kit- By Ola Devitt, Deputy.
ten's tall Is attributed by French peasant to
supposititious worm. It Ii
a common practice of theirs to chop
off the end of the tall, to save the
nlmal suffering.
'

FEEE TUCKETS
Call, write or phone us for free ' tickets of
mittance. They will be issued in order of application

,'
Invention of Roller Coasttr,
The'fact thnt he was deprived of the
fun of sliding downhill when a boy led
to the Invention of the roller conster
by I.. N. Thompson, Inter famous as
the founder of Luna park.

Pugilistic
Mr.
oblige:!

Nectssary.

Tu--

j
o Ktiirt n
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Rot so

you're

Unlit some-

times In Oi'di-- to nuiKf j. minutes of
the previous incitlne vurth the trouble of being rend.
r

Retain Cockney Accent.
In the'liiihaiiia' islands, which were
settled more tluin 200 years ago by
Londoners, the Cockney dialect Is said
to he as strong as It Is In the Cheap
side.

City Drug Co. No. 2 J
--

(Incorporated)
Co)

Clovis, N. M. S

Phone 55
m

Umbrsllas.
Umbrellas should be washed occasionally. Slnnd them open, In a bathtub, scrub them with a small hand
acrub brush and rinse with a bath
apray.
Grow Hair for Sale.
Peasant women of Italy, Dalmatla
and Switzerland cultivate their hair
especially for tale, twice a year, to
hair dealers.

Phone

D7

for your Job Printing.

SOME GOOD ADVICE
Strengthened by Glovit Experience!.
Kidney disease ia too dangerous to
neglect. At the first sign of backache
headache, dizziness or uniary disorders you should give the weakened
kidneys prompt attention. Eat little
meat, take things easier and use a
reliable tirincy tonic.
Thorto's id
other kidney, medicine so well recommended as Poan's Kidney Tills.
Clovis people rely on them.
Here's
one of the many statements from
Clovis people.
Mrs. Arthur Andrews, !10 N. Ridding St., says: "My advice to anyone suffering from disordered kidneys ia ts try Doan's Kidney Pills for
they certainly are fine.
Several
years ago I took them for weakneaa
in my back and other symptoms of
kidney ' complaint.
They certainly
did what was claimed for them and
soon removed the annoyance.
Doan's
Kidney Pills are fine and I can conscientiously endorse them."
60c, at all dealers.
1
Ca., Mfgra., Buffalo, N. Y.
Foster-Milbur-

n
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THE LURE

Shirts challenge your
to their fabrics o
rich, so varied, so firmly woven,
so appealing to the eye, so satis
fying to the touch. A wonderful
variety of weaves, rare blends of
cotton, fibre and silk.

EAGLE

The weavers of Eagle Shirtings
know the lure of fine fabrics.
Every shirt the tiUinwte in value

Kendall Dry Goods Co,

